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Abstract 

Elucidating the structure of  biomolecules is essential to understand their 

function. Pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR) in conjunction 

with site-directed spin labelling has become a well-established 

experiment for measuring long-range distances between paramagnetic 

centres. In this thesis the capacity of  PELDOR distance measurements 

performed Q-band frequency (34 GHz/1.2 T) employing a high power 

microwave amplifier in conjunction with spin labels of  reduced mobility 

is demonstrated. It is shown that the high microwave power does not 

only enable high sensitivity in PELDOR experiments but also allows to 

supress artefacts arising from orientation selection. The power of  this 

method is documented for two representative biological model system 

spin labelled with distinct semi-rigid nitroxides. 

Distances up to 8 nm could be recorded with high accuracy (error in the 

main distance ≤ 0.1 nm) on a ribonucleic acid (RNA) duplex labelled 

with a TEMPO-based nitroxide called CT that is attached to a cytosine. 

CT is preserving Watson-Crick base-pairing capability, which restricts it 

to a small conformational space. Therefore subtle dynamics of  the RNA 

itself  could be observed. The narrow width of  the distance distributions 

obtained in the experiment (Δr ≤ 0.5 nm) suggest overall small 

deviations of  the duplex from an ideal A-form RNA. 

A transmembrane model peptide (WALP24) labelled with the standard 

MTSSL as well as the unnatural amino acid TOPP was investigated by 

EPR distance measurements in solution and two different lipid 

environments. A comparison between WALP24-MTSSL and WALP24-

TOPP, clearly reveals the superiority of  the rigid TOPP label, as it 

delivers sharp one-peak inter-spin distances (Δr ≤ 0.4 nm) even in the 
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lipid environment. In contrast MTSSL reported broad distances that do 

show a strong dependence on the hydrophobic thickness of  the bilayer, 

suggesting an adaption of  the flexible label to the lipid environment, 

which results in a loss of  information on peptide structure.  
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1. Chapter 

Biophysical Methods for Structural Biology  

– A Place for Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 

 

Elucidation of  the molecular structure of  biological systems is the 

cornerstone of  understanding their function and dynamics. The most 

prominent and influential representative of  high-resolution structure 

methods is x-ray diffraction.1 Since the publication of  myoglobin’s 

crystal structure in 1958 more than 100,000 crystal structures have been 

deposited in the protein databank (PDB). 2-4 In fact, ≈ 89 % of  the 

120,879 structures held in PDB in July 2016 are based on x-ray 

crystallography, evidencing the predominance of  the technique. However 

a limitation arises from its need for crystallized biomolecules, in terms of  

success of  crystallization process itself  and the meaningfulness of  the 

crystallized state.5 Second place in this ranking goes to nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR), which essentially delivered all the remaining 

structures (≈ 10 %). NMR experiments can be performed on 

biomolecules in solution and are therefore able to measure dynamics, 

making it a powerful complement to x-ray.6 A drawback of  NMR 

spectroscopy is its limitation to macromolecular complexes smaller than 

100 kDa. Recently, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is attracting a lot 

of  attention, due to an increasing number of  structures with a resolution 

higher than 4 Å.7 Though the method is closely chasing a very high 

ranking in the group of  high-resolution structural methods, the majority 

of  structures delivered by cryo-EM still has a resolution below 5 Å. 

Fluorescence techniques offer a possibility to investigate biological 
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systems in liquid solution with single molecule sensitivity. Particularly a 

special application called Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

which can measure distances between two chromophores (FRET pairs), 

should be mentioned.8, 9 The method has been widely used for proteins, 

nucleic acids and transmembrane segments.8-10 Adversely, interpretation 

of  the experimental FRET efficiencies requires knowledge about the so-

called form factor. This parameter describes the mutual orientation of  

the two chromophores dipoles and is required for distance 

determination.  

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has also taken its 

well-earned place among the pool of  biophysical methods for structural 

biology. The method is a natural choice for studying biomolecules with 

intrinsic paramagnetic centres. In biology EPR active species can be 

found as transition metals in active centres or radical intermediates of  

organic molecules such as quinones, amino- or nucleic acid radicals. On 

top of  this, EPR’s restriction to naturally occurring paramagnetic centres 

was overridden by the development of  a technique to insert 

paramagnetic reporter groups, mostly organic radicals like nitroxides, at 

user defined sites, well known as site-directed spin labelling (SDSL).11 

Structural information is encoded in the magnetic interactions 

experienced by the electron spin which are probed by EPR. Most 

importantly the interaction with the static magnetic field (electron-

Zeeman) and surrounding spins of  nuclei (hyperfine) or electrons. 

Continuous wave EPR (cw-EPR) at X-band fields and frequencies 

(9 GHz/0.34 T) has been employed for decades to investigate 

paramagnetic species in biological systems. However, the rise of  EPR as 

method for structural biology has been advanced by technical 

developments in the fields of  high field/high frequency and pulse EPR 
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instrumentation as well as technology enabling double frequency 

experiments.12 Figure 1-1 gives an overview of  the probed interactions 

and classifies the frequencies/fields they are best investigated at. 

 

Figure 1-1: Magnetic Interactions Probed by EPR spectroscopy 

A: Electron-Zeeman interaction. The interaction of  the magnetic moment μe, arising from the 

electron’s spin, and the external magnetic field B0, causes a splitting of  the energy levels of  the two 

ms states (+½, - ½). The energy difference ΔE is dependent on the g-value and is scaling with the 

magnetic field as: ΔE = μB g B0. Characteristic field strengths and microwave frequencies are 

given for the four EPR bands: X, Q, W and J. The electron-Zeeman is an anisotropic interaction 

and the resolution of  the corresponding g-tensor is field dependent. Metals display a strong g-

anisotropy, which is resolved already at low fields and frequencies, application of  high fields and 

frequencies is required to resolve the g-tensor of  organic radicals. B: Spin-spin interactions. EPR 

techniques can probe interactions between the electron spin of  a paramagnetic species (large arrow) 

and the spin of  nearby nuclei (small arrows) by hyperfine techniques, like ENDOR. As the 

interaction between two electron spins is stronger, when compared to nucleus-electron, it can be 

measured over larger distances by pulsed dipolar spectroscopy, most prominently 

PELDOR/DEER. 
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The electron-Zeeman interaction can be probed by field-sweep EPR 

experiments, either by pulsed or cw-EPR, revealing the g-tensor that will 

give information about the electrostatic environment and the geometry 

of  the paramagnetic species. As the resolution of  the g-tensor scales 

with the applied field strength (Figure 1-1, A), properties of  the system 

under investigation will determine 

which field is best suited. Transition 

metals give rise to a large anisotropy 

of  the electron-Zeeman interaction,  

due to strong spin-orbit coupling. 

The g-tensor will be therefore 

resolved at low magnetic fields and 

microwave frequencies, enabling 

informative analysis of  EPR spectra 

recorded at X or Q-band 

frequencies. Organic radicals in 

contrast show comparatively low 

anisotropy, making the resolution of  

their g-tensor only possible if  high 

fields and frequencies are applied.13 

Figure 1-2 shows the echo-detected 

field swept EPR spectra of  a 

nitroxide label. While at X-band 

frequency the shape of  the 

spectrum is dominated by the hyperfine interaction, the g-tensor is 

completely resolved at W and J band. Hyperfine techniques, the most 

contemporary is a technique employing both microwave- and radio-

frequencies called electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), enable 

 

 

Figure 1-2: g-Tensor Resolution 

Experimental field-sweeps (black lines) of  the 

representative nitroxide spin label Çm (3.3.1) 

recorded at four different frequencies, 

illustrating the enhancement of  g-tensor 

resolution with increasing fields and frequencies. 

The orientation of  g- and A-tensor are shown 

as inset. They are collinear in the nitroxide`s 

molecular frame. 
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the investigation of  the hyperfine interaction between the electron spin 

and spins of  coupled nuclei as sketched in Figure 1-1, B.14, 15 The 

method cannot only report on the number and nature of  coupled nuclei, 

but also on their distance and orientation towards the electron spin. 

Application of  high fields empowers the technique for several reasons. 

First, analysis of  the ENDOR spectra is simplified when the Zeeman 

interaction is much larger than the probed hyperfine interaction (high-

field approximation) and the nuclei are completely quantized along the 

static magnetic field B0, as in this case hyperfine spectra are symmetric 

around the nuclear Zeeman frequency. Additionally, orientation 

selectivity, which is increased at high fields, can be exploited to determine 

the orientation between the electron and the nuclear spin carrying centre. 

ENDOR has been applied to elucidate coordination chemistry, structure 

and biochemical mechanism of  metal containing systems as iron-sulfur 

clusters in proteins or organic radical intermediates.16-19 

In recent years particular focus, in EPR for structural biology, was set on 

the determination of  long-range distances between two paramagnetic 

centres with pulsed EPR spectroscopy. The dipolar spin-spin interaction 

between two electrons is way stronger than the hyperfine interaction 

(due to the electron’s larger gyromagnetic ratio) and is therefore reaching 

further in space (Figure 1-1, B). The different techniques developed to 

probe this interaction are called pulsed dipolar spectroscopy (PDS). 

Pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR), also called double 

electron-electron resonance (DEER), is one PDS technique that enables 

the detection of  the weak dipole-dipole interaction between two 

paramagnetic centres in the range of  1.5 – 10 nm.20-22 The experiment 

can be performed in solution (frozen) and does not suffer from a 

molecular size limitation as its relatives from NMR, making it a powerful 
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method for delivering long-range distance constrains. Noteworthy, 

distance extraction is more straightforward than for its fluorescence 

counterpart FRET, as parameters like the form factor are not necessarily 

required for distance measurements if  these are performed in the 

absence of  orientation effects at low fields and frequencies (X and Q 

band). However, at higher magnetic fields and microwave frequencies, 

increased resolution of  the g-tensor will introduce orientation selection 

effects that can complicate the data analysis for distance measurements. 

At W and J-band frequencies orientation selection effects are enhanced 

to a degree where they enable determining the mutual orientation of  the 

two paramagnetic centres (§ 2.2.2). This work focuses on exploring the 

performance of  PELDOR/DEER distance measurements between 

nitroxide spin labels at Q-band fields and frequencies in two 

representative biological systems posing particular challenges in 

structural biology, transmembrane helices and ribonucleic acids.  
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2. Chapter 

Introduction and Theory of  EPR Distance 

Measurements 

 

In this chapter an introduction to state of  the art EPR-based distance 

measurements will be provided. Particular focus will be set on the 

theoretical background of  the PELDOR/DEER technique. It will be 

shown, how structural parameters of  biomolecules, like distance and 

orientation between residues and aggregation states, are encoded in the 

experimental data.  

2.1 Concept of  EPR Distance Measurements 

The interaction probed in all EPR distance measurements is the dipole-

dipole interaction between two magnetic moments μ⃗ A and μ⃗ B, that are 

associated with two spins, and its dependence on the distance between 

them. While NMR probes the dipole-dipole interaction between two 

nuclear spins, EPR investigates the interaction between either nuclear 

and electron spins (hyperfine spectroscopy) or between two electron 

spins, the latter is the strongest among these examples and therefore 

enables long-range distance measurements.  

2.1.1 Electron Spin-Spin Dipolar Coupling 

The interaction energy E between two magnetic moments μ⃗ A and μ⃗ B, 

connected through space via a distance vector r AB, can be classically 
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described as shown by equation (1), with μ0 being the vacuum 

permeability. 

 
𝐸 =

𝜇0

4𝜋
(
𝜇 A ∙ 𝜇 B 

𝑟AB
3 −

3(𝜇 A ∙ 𝑟 AB)(𝜇 B  ∙ 𝑟 AB)

𝑟AB
5 ) (1) 

The magnetic moment of  an electron can be described with the spin 

operator vector S⃗ = Ŝx,Ŝy,Ŝz and the gyromagnetic ratio γe (equation (2)), 

that can be written as in equation (3), with μB as the Bohr magneton, the 

g-factor of  an electron ge and the reduced Planck constant ħ, or as the 

ratio of  its elementary charge e and mass me. 

 
𝜇  = 𝛾𝑒𝑆   

(2) 

 
𝛾𝑒 =

𝜇𝐵𝑔𝑒

ℏ
=

𝑒

2𝑚𝑒

𝑔𝑒 (3) 

The classical expression (equation (1)) can now be written as a 

Hamiltonian ℋ̂dd describing the dipolar interaction (4).  

 

ℋ̂dd =
𝜇0𝜇B

2𝑔A𝑔B

4𝜋ℏ
 
1

𝑟3
 (𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶 + 𝐷 + 𝐸 + 𝐹) (4) 

gA and gB are the g-values of  the coupled paramagnetic centres A and B. 

The terms A-F in equation (4) are products of  spin operators, (spherical 

coordinates: r AB = (r ∙sin θ ∙cos ϕ, r ∙sin θ ∙sin ϕ , r ∙cos θ) angular variables 

θ, ϕ), to describe the orientation between r AB and the magnetic field as 

sketched in Figure 2-1 (left). 
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 𝐴 = �̂�z
𝐴�̂�𝑧

𝐵(3 cos2 𝜃 − 1) 

𝐵 = −
1

4
(�̂�+

𝐴�̂�−
𝐵 + �̂�−

𝐴�̂�+
𝐵)(3cos2𝜃 − 1) 

𝐶 = −
3

2
(�̂�+

𝐴�̂�𝑧
𝐵 + �̂�𝑧

𝐴�̂�+
𝐵) sin 𝜃 ∙ cos 𝜃 ∙ 𝑒−𝑖𝜙 

𝐷 = −
3

2
(�̂�−

𝐴�̂�𝑧
𝐵 + �̂�𝑧

𝐴�̂�−
𝐵) sin 𝜃 ∙ cos 𝜃 ∙ 𝑒𝑖𝜙 

𝐸 = −
3

4
�̂�+

𝐴�̂�+
𝐵sin2𝜃 ∙ 𝑒−2𝑖𝜙 

𝐹 = −
3

4
�̂�−

𝐴�̂�−
𝐵sin2𝜃 ∙ 𝑒2𝑖𝜙 

  

(5) 

The direction of  the static magnetic field defines the z-axis of  the 

laboratory frame (depicted in Figure 2-1). If  the dipolar coupling is small 

when compared to electron Zeeman splitting the dipolar splitting is 

determined mainly by the secular term A from equation (5), and the 

dipolar frequency ωdd can be written as: 

 

𝜔dd ≈
𝜇0𝜇B

2𝑔A𝑔B

4𝜋ℏ
 
1

𝑟3
 (3 cos2 𝜃 − 1) (6) 

Note that in equation (6) ωdd is an angular frequency (rad/s). The 

frequency in Hertz is given by νdd = ωdd/2π. With μ0 = 1.26106 T2m3s-1, 

μB = 9.24710-24 JT-1, ħ = 1.05510-24 Js and the g-values given as 

gA = gB = 2, the dipolar frequency can be written as: 

 
𝜈dd =

𝜔dd

2𝜋
= 52.18 MHz ∙ nm3

1

𝑟3
 (3 cos2 𝜃 − 1) (7) 
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The distribution of  the dipolar frequency in a powder sample gives rise 

to a characteristic spectrum the so-called Pake pattern (or Pake doublet) 

as displayed in Figure 2-1 (right). There are three significant features to 

be discussed in terms of  the dipolar frequency’s angular dependence. 

First, at an angle of  θ = 54.7° (magic angle) the dipolar interaction 

vanishes. In solution the dipolar frequency is averaged out to zero, if  

molecules rotate fast compared to coupling strength. In frozen solution 

however, the full Pake pattern will be observed as each doubly labelled 

macromolecule contributes to the spectrum with its own resonance 

frequency.  

 

 

Figure 2-1: Dipole-Dipole-Coupling and Pake Doublet 

Left: A pair of  spins (S⃗ A and S⃗ B) coupled by dipole-dipole-interaction via r⃑AB. The orientation 

of  r⃑AB in the laboratory frame (direction of  the external magnetic field B0) is defined by the 

Euler angles θ,ϕ. Right: Pake doublet, which displays the distribution of  the dipolar frequency 

ωdd in a powder sample. Two singularities are visible for r⃑AB perpendicular ωdd,⊥(θ=90°) and 

parallel ωdd,∥(θ=0°) = 2ωdd,⊥ to B0. 

The splitting between the two maxima of  the spectrum represents the 

dipolar frequency corresponding to a perpendicular orientation of  the 
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inter-spin vector r AB towards the magnetic field ωdd,⊥ (θ = 90°). 

According to equation (7) the inter-spin distance can be calculated from 

this splitting as 

 

𝑟 [𝑛𝑚] = √
52.18

𝜈dd

3

= √
2𝜋 ∙ 52.18 

𝜔dd

3

 (8) 

For an alignment of  r AB parallel to the static magnetic field the dipolar 

splitting is twice as large as for the perpendicular case. The edge-to-edge 

distance in the Pake pattern represents ωdd,∥ (θ=0°) = 2ωdd,⊥. 

2.1.2 EPR Techniques to Probe the Dipolar Coupling 

If  the dipolar coupling is sufficiently large to broaden an EPR line 

beyond its intrinsic line width it can be measured by continuous wave 

(cw)-EPR. Either directly, if  ωdd is larger than the line width of  at least 

one of  the paramagnetic centres involved, and the splitting into two lines 

can be extracted from the spectrum.23 Or, in case of  smaller couplings, 

by deconvolution of  the EPR line into the different contributions to the 

observed line width, like for example relaxation. However, in this case 

calibration is required.24 The intrinsic line width of  the EPR resonance 

depends on the species under investigation and the applied magnetic 

field strength. For nitroxides at X-band fields and frequencies 

(0.35 T/9 GHz) the method is applicable for distances 0.8 to 2.5 nm25, 26, 

observation of  smaller couplings is prevented by the nitroxide’s intrinsic 

line width. The accessible range for cw-EPR can be extended if  species 

with narrow intrinsic line width are used and high fields are applied. A 

maximum distance of  3.8 nm has been suggested for gadolinium-based 
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labels at high fields.27 Distances exceeding this range can be measured 

pulse EPR spectroscopy. Although pulsed experiments are usually 

performed at low temperatures, where the spectrum is even more 

broadened when compared to those recorded at room temperature, 

small dipolar couplings can be recovered by refocusing inhomogeneous 

broadening. Figure 2-2 displays a selection of  single frequency sequences 

introduced in this chapter. 20, 21 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Single Frequency PDS Techniques 

Single frequency techniques for probing the dipolar interaction, displayed with rectangular pulses. 

Adiabatic pulses generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), which became recently 

commercially available offer a great advantage over rectangular pulses in terms of  excitation profile 

(compare Figure 2-3). 

Single microwave frequency techniques include the “2+1”-sequence28, 

double quantum coherence (DQC)29-31 and single frequency technique 

for refocusing (SIFTER).32  In the last years a lot of  attention has been 

drawn to a technique called relaxation induced dipolar modulation 

enhancement (RIDME).33-37 It should be noted that for simplicity all 

pulses are displayed as rectangular pulses. However, recently the 
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possibility to create shaped pulses using commercially available arbitrary 

waveform generators (AWG) became a focus in EPR research. Drastic 

enhancement of  sensitivity could be shown for pulsed EPR techniques 

including distance measurements.38-47 While rectangular pulses result in 

an excitation profile represented by a sinc-function, adiabatic pulses 

cause broadband inversion of  the magnetization as shown in Figure 2-3 

(adapted from ref  45). 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Excitation Profiles of  
Rectangular vs. Adiabatic Pulses 

This figure is adapted from reference45 in 

which SCHÖPS et al. simulated the profile of  

magnetization along quantized along z/B0 

(Mz)  for an adiabatic inversion (black), a 

broadband π/2 (grey) and a rectangular π-

pulse of  16 ns length (red). 

The most widely applied PDS technique is the dual microwave frequency 

technique pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR), also called 

double electron-electron resonance (DEER) using four pulses. After 

introducing the underlying concepts of  the PELDOR/DEER 

experiment, the method will be compared to the single frequency 

techniques in § 2.2.4.  
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2.2 Pulsed Electron Double Resonance (PELDOR) 

PELDOR/DEER was pioneered by MILOV et al. in the 1980’s as a three-

pulse sequence to probe inter spin distances.48 As shown in Figure 2-4, a 

Hahn echo sequence with a long evolution time T between π- and π/2-

pulses is used to monitor a spin echo at one microwave frequency νA.  

 

 

Figure 2-4: PELDOR/DEER Sequences 

PELDOR/DEER sequences that have been proposed in literature. The most widely applied is 

the dead time free four-pulse sequence. Sequences including five or seven pulses have been proposed 

to increase the sensitivity of  the experiment. The 7-pulse sequence relies on the application of  

adiabatic pulses at the pumping frequency νB and cannot be realized with rectangular pulses as 

stated by the authors. 
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A π-pulse at a second microwave frequency νB is applied to flip spins 

with a different resonance frequency, to probe the dipolar interaction 

between spins A and B, excited by νA and νB, as described below. This 

originally introduced sequence suffered from a dead time, as the π-pulse 

at νB cannot be applied at zero time, which is the position of  the π/2-

pulse at νA. To overcome this issue an additional pulse was introduced by 

MARTIN et al. to shift the zero-time of  the experiment to the position of  

an echo rather than a pulse.49, 50 Meanwhile different sequences 

consisting of  five or seven pulses have been proposed to increase the 

sensitivity of  the experiment.39, 47 It is noteworthy that the use of  shaped 

pulses at the pumping frequency νB has been shown to increase the 

intensity of  the PELDOR signal, in case of  the seven-pulse PELDOR 

version pulse shaping is even mandatory. However, attention has to be 

drawn to the fact that currently the use of  AWG comes with the price of  

coherence of  the pulses applied at both frequencies. Additional 

coherence transfer pathways generate unwanted spin echoes, creating 

distortions in the recorded time trace.51  

Among the PDS techniques introduced above, the four-pulse 

PELDOR/DEER is the most routinely used EPR-experiment to 

measure long-range distances in many applications. 20, 21, 52 

2.2.1 The Four-Pulse PELDOR/DEER Experiment 

EPR distance measurements are typically performed on powder-like 

samples, usually frozen solution, hence molecules are statistically 

orientated with respect to the magnetic field. Since hyperfine and 

Zeeman interaction are anisotropic, each spin-carrying molecule will 
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contribute to the EPR line with its own resonance frequency leading to 

inhomogeneous broadening of  the EPR line. The use of  two microwave 

frequencies therefore enables separate excitation of  the two coupled 

spins. Figure 2-5 illustrates the concept of  the experiment.  

 

Figure 2-5: Four-Pulse PELDOR/DEER Experiment 

A: Echo detected field-sweep (left) of  the TOPP labelled WALP24 (inset) as representative 

nitroxide spectrum and four-pulse PELDOR sequence with typical excitation conditions. A single π-

pulse is applied, at the frequency νB for exciting B-spins, to the maximum of  the EPR line (red). 

The frequency for detection (blue) is set to a lower frequency (in this example 90 MHz). The signal 

of  the detected echo V(t) is oscillating as a function of  the position t of  the pump-pulse. The 

experimental time trace (B) includes the oscillation arising from the dipolar interaction of  A- and B-

spins (V(t)intra) and a decay arising from intermolecular spin-spin-interactions V(t)inter. After 

background correction only the intramolecular contribution is obtained (C). It reflects the dipolar 

frequency νdd (ωdd/2π) and its angular and distance dependence. Fourier transformation of  the time 

trace results in the Pake pattern (C, inset) as described in chapter 2.1.1.  

One microwave frequency νA is used to detect one of  the partners, called 

A-spins. The sequence used for detection consists of  a Hahn-echo 
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sequence followed by an evolution time T during which the A-spins 

precess in the transversal plane until they are refocused with a -pulse. 

The intensity of  the echo refocused by this last pulse is monitored in the 

PELDOR/DEER experiment. Note that during the evolution time T, 

the amount of  magnetization, arising from the A-spins, that is 

refocusable by the third detection-pulse, will decrease due to relaxation. 

The maximum evolution time applicable in the experiments will 

therefore depend predominantly on the relaxation time Tm of  the 

respective system. B-spins are excited with a selective -pulse at a second 

microwave frequency νB. This stimulated flip of  B-spins will suddenly 

alter the Larmor-frequency of  the A-spins by the dipolar frequency. The 

change in precession frequency of  the A-spins will lead to a different 

amount of  spin packages refocused with the third pulse of  the detection 

sequence. As the position t of  the pump-pulse is varied in time over the 

evolution time T, the detected echo intensity V(t) will oscillate according 

to the dipolar frequency. It is important to note here that the two 

microwave frequencies are not phase coherent and that the separation 

between them has to be large enough to avoid overlapping of  their 

excitation bandwidth. This condition reduces artefacts from nuclear 

modulation effects (electron-spin-echo envelope modulation 

(ESEEM)).53 In case any residue ESEEM modulation is observed, it can 

be strongly reduced by averaging several experiments using different τ 

values, as the ESEEM, in contrast to the dipolar oscillation, is τ 

dependent. Additionally, incoherence of  the pulses applied at the two 

frequencies suppresses artefacts arising from echoes that are created by 

the pump pulse and the observer pulses. These echoes will appear at 

time points varying with the position of  the pump pulse and will cause 
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large distortions in the recorded time trace.51 The resulting experimental 

PELDOR/DEER signal has two contributions. A background arising 

from intermolecular spin-spin interactions called Vinter(t), and the desired 

signal originating from intramolecular interactions of  A- and B-spins 

Vintra(t). 

 
𝑉(𝑡) = 𝑉intra(𝑡) 𝑉inter(𝑡) (9) 

The four pulse PELDOR/DEER signal arising from an isolated spin 

pair can be described by essentially the same expression as for the three 

pulse version.21, 50, 54, 55 

 
𝑉intra(𝑡) = 𝑉0(1 − 𝜆 + 𝜆〈cos(𝜔dd(𝑟, 𝜃)𝑡)〉𝑟,𝜃) (10) 

Despite the term describing the dipolar interaction, equation (10) 

includes two amplitude factors V0 and λ. V0 is the initial signal intensity 

of  the detected echo at zero-time (t = 0) and mainly dependents on the 

excitation achieved by the detection pulses at νA and the evolution times 

τ and T (Figure 2-5, A) as follows: The amount 〈Ŝz〉 available in the 

experiment is determined by the spin concentration of  the sample and 

the polarization created by the experimental conditions (field strength 

and temperature). The effect of  the applied pulses can be described by 

the probability p to flip a spin with a resonance-offset Δω from the 

frequency of  the pulse. Equation (11) gives p for a pulse of  a nominal 

flip angle α and microwave field strength B1.21 
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 𝑝 = sin2(𝛼 𝑢/2)/ 𝑢2 

𝑢2 = 1 +
Δ𝜔2

𝜔mw
2

 

𝜔𝑚𝑤 = 𝛾e𝑩1 

(11) 

Additionally the signal decay due to relaxation in the transversal plane 

(phase memory time Tm) during the time 2(τ + T) has to be taken into 

account. In the easiest case the decay can be described by an exponential 

decay (general form: V(t) = V0 exp(-(2t/Tm))). The amplitude λ is called 

modulation depth parameter and describes the fraction, of  spin pairs 

contributing to the signal, meaning the fraction of  B-spins flipped by the 

pump pulse at νB that are coupled to A-spins. The probability of  flipping 

a spin with the pump-pulse follows equation (11). Additionally λ will 

depend on the labelling efficiency of  the macromolecule. The 

contribution of  spin pairs not affected by the pulse applied at νB, 

meaning A-spins are detected but corresponding B-spins are not flipped 

by the pump-pulse, are encoded in equation (10), V0(1 - λ). The 

experimentally observed modulation depth, which is dependent on 

conditions such as pulse length (excitation bandwidth) is denoted ∆ in 

this work. Angular brackets denote averaging of  ωdd over all distances r 

and orientations θ. It is important to note that equation (10) holds only 

in the absence of  spectral overlap of  the excitation profiles of  the pulses 

applied at νA and νB. If  this condition is not fulfilled additional 

coherence pathways are opened and further terms contribute to the 

PELDOR/DEER signal, corresponding to overall eight different dipolar 

signals (number of  possible pathways for an N-pulse sequence = 2N-1). A 

detailed description can be found in reference21. The intermolecular 

contribution is a decaying signal arising from the dipolar interaction of  a 

spin i with all surrounding spins j and can be written as a product:  
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𝑉inter(𝑡) = 〈∏[1 − 𝜆𝑖𝑗(1 − cos(𝜔𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝜃𝑖𝑗)𝑡))]

𝑁−1

𝑗≠𝑖

〉 (12) 

So far only the case of  an isolated pair of  spins has been discussed. In 

structural biology however, the studied object can also be a multi-spin 

system. Proteins may have an active state that is represented by an 

oligomer, membrane embedded peptides or proteins may aggregate. The 

PELDOR/DEER signal arising from intramolecular dipole-dipole 

coupling will take a more complex form than in equation (10) in this 

case, the sum of  the products of  the individual two spin interactions. For 

a system having k=1,…,N spins, Vintra(t) takes the form of:20, 21 

 

𝑉intra(𝑡) = 𝑉0𝑁
−1 〈∑∏[1 − 𝜆𝑖𝑘(cos(𝜔dd(𝑟𝑖𝑘 , 𝜃𝑖𝑘)𝑡))]

𝑘≠𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

〉𝑟𝑖𝑘
 (13) 

Equation (13) is the sum of  the products of  the dipolar signals arising 

from detection on spin i, when pumping on the partner spin k. This 

dependence offers a possibility to extract the number of  spins coupled in 

a biomolecular ensemble, as already suggested by MILOV et al. and 

applied to study the self-assembly of  peptides in glassy solutions.48, 54, 56 

BODE et al. used synthetic polyradicals of  defined geometry to 

systematically investigate multi-spin systems. They claim that the error in 

the number of  spins extracted from a PELDOR experiment can be as 

low as 5 %.57 

2.2.2 Orientation Selection in PELDOR 

Chapter 2.2.1 described the PELDOR experiment for the case of  

flexible labels, lacking geometrical correlation between the two magnetic 
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moments. If  rigid paramagnetic centres are investigated by PELDOR 

spectroscopy an additional effect will contribute to the experiment. As 

the dipolar coupling is an anisotropic interaction, the resulting frequency 

distribution will also depend on geometry of  the observed system (called 

orientation selective PELDOR), as already discussed by LARSEN and 

SINGEL in 1993.58 Even if  rigid labels are used, orientation selection may 

or may not be observed depending on the experimental setup, i.e. 

experimental field and microwave frequency and excitation conditions 

(available microwave power). It can be considered as in artefact as it 

strongly aggravates accurate distance determination. On the other hand, 

it can be exploited for investigating the mutual orientation of  two spin 

labels with orientation selective PELDOR/DEER. Examples of  such 

studies are natural occurring radicals or rigid labels in proteins and 

nucleic acids.59-62 To understand orientation selection, the EPR line of  a 

nitroxide in frozen solution has to be described, as it is dominated by 

anisotropic contributions. If, for simplicity, only Zeeman and hyperfine 

interaction to one coupled nitrogen nucleus are considered the 

Hamiltonian has three contributions: the electron-Zeeman 𝓗EZ, the 

nuclear-Zeeman 𝓗NZ and the hyperfine interaction between the 

unpaired electron and the nucleus 𝓗HF. 

 𝓗 = 𝓗EZ                 + 𝓗NZ            + 𝓗HF 

         = 𝜇𝐵 ∙ 𝑺 ∙ 𝒈 ∙  𝑩 + 𝜇𝑁𝑔𝑁𝑰 ∙ 𝑩 + 𝑰 ∙ 𝑨 ∙ 𝑺  
(14) 

The nuclear-Zeeman term is described with the nuclear magneton μN, 

the nuclear g-factor gN and the nuclear spin vector operator I, and can 

be neglected at this point. Anisotropy of  the electrons Zeeman 

interaction is reflected in the g-matrix (g-tensor with principal axis 
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values g1, g2, g3 also gx, gy, gz). The hyperfine coupling between electron 

and nuclear spin has an isotropic (aiso) and an anisotropic (T) 

contribution, A = aiso + T. In analogy to the g–tensor, the principal axis 

values of  the A–tensor are called A1, A2 and A3 (also Ax, Ay, Az). Each 

resonance position in the EPR spectrum reflects a defined orientation of  

the two tensors with respect to the external magnetic field. In a nitroxide 

label A– and g–tensors are collinear and connected to the molecular 

frame as depicted in Figure 2-6, inset. Due to the g-tensors anisotropy, 

the largest Zeeman splitting is observed when B is aligned along the N-

O axis of  the molecule (gx Ax), the smallest when B is perpendicular to 

the ring-plane (gz, Az). gy and Ay are perpendicular to these two 

directions. Application of  pulses with a bandwidth smaller than the 

overall spectrum will now lead to excitation of  only a certain fraction of  

nitroxide molecules, depending on their orientation with respect to the 

magnetic field, this is called orientation selection. The resolution of  

orientation selectivity strongly depends on the applied magnetic field 

strength. The effect is illustrated in Figure 2-6 displaying the echo 

detected field-sweeps of  a doubly Çm labelled RNA (compare chapter 

3.3.1). At low fields and frequencies (X band, 0.35 T/9 GHz) the EPR 

line is dominated by A-anisotropy of  the two hyperfine lines (mI = -1 

and mI = +1). Orientation selection can only be achieved via hyperfine 

anisotropy if  soft pulses are used. As the resolution of  the g-tensor 

increases with increasing field strength, the EPR spectrum is dominated 

by g-anisotropy at high fields and frequencies (3.4 T/94 GHz, 

9 T/263 GHz), leading to increased orientation selectivity. Q band 

(34 GHz/1.2 T) is an intermediate frequency where g- and A-anisotropy 

are comparable in their amplitude. According to equation (6) the g-values 

selected for pumping and detection will have an impact on the ωdd 
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observed in the experiment, if  the mutual configuration of  the labels is 

fixed or displays only limited variation. 

 

Figure 2-6: g-Tensor Resolution and Orientation Selection 

Experimental field-sweeps (black lines) of  a representative nitroxide spin label Çm (3.3.1) recorded 

at four different frequencies illustrating the enhancement of  g-tensor resolution with increasing fields 

and frequencies. The spin label (shown in blue and red) was attached to a 20 base-pair duplex RNA 

as illustrated in the Pymol model, of  a standard A-form RNA structure (shown in grey). The 

orientation of  g- and A-tensor, which are collinear in the nitroxide, are shown as inset. Blue and red 

lines in the experimental ESE spectra show typical excitation profiles of  the pulses used for pumping 

(red) and detection (blue) in a PELDOR/DEER experiment. While at 9 GHz/0.35 T all 

orientations of  the nitroxide towards the external magnetic field are excited, at 263 GHz/9 T only 

a fraction of  the nitroxide’s orientations is excited. Both detection and pumping pulses become 

orientation selective. 

However this effect is rather small in nitroxide labels. More importantly, 

the selection of  nitroxide orientations will ultimately lead to a selection 
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of  biomolecules and orientations of  the interconnecting vector rAB, as 

depicted in Figure 2-7. Orientation selection of  the detected molecules 

will lead to a non-random choice of  detected spin pairs. In the example 

of  Figure 2-7, only molecules where one of  the partners has its g-tensor 

z-Axis oriented parallel to the magnetic field, depicted in blue, are 

detected.  

 

Figure 2-7 Orientation 
Selection in PELDOR 

A: A pair of  spin labels A and 

B, represented by their g-tensor, 

with rigid connection to the inter-

spin vector rAB. B: Setup for a 

PELDOR/DEER experiment 

with νA (blue) applied at gz. If  

νB is applied at gy only molecules 

with the interconnecting vector 

parallel to the external magnetic 

field will be probed (left). If  νB is 

applied at gx, only spin pairs with 

rAB perpendicular to the static 

magnetic field will contribute to 

the dipolar oscillation. (right) C: 

The frequency distribution 

observed in the time traces and 

their Fourier transformation, will 

not display a full frequency 

distributions as shown in Figure 

2-1, but will reflect the orientation 

of  rAB towards the external 

magnetic field with νdd(θ=0°) = 

2 νdd(θ=90°). 

On the left of  Figure 2-7, B, νB is chosen to excite only nitroxide 

molecules having their gy-axis parallel to the magnetic field (red), the spin 

pair probed by this setup has its inter-spin vector aligned parallel to the 
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static magnetic field. While if  νB excites nitroxide molecules with gx 

parallel to the magnetic field, the spin pair’s inter-spin vector is 

perpendicular to the field (Figure 2-7, B, right). According to the angular 

dependence of  the dipolar interaction (§ 2.1.1), the dipolar frequency 

observed for r AB ∥ B⃗ 0 will be 2νdd (Figure 2-7, C). These are the two 

limiting cases, all intermediate situations can be observed in the 

experiment. Additionally, spin pairs can only contribute to the dipolar 

oscillation if  the spectral position νB is applied at a spectral position that 

corresponds to the orientation of  the coupled B-spin (also the observed 

modulation depth becomes a function of  the experimental setup). The 

conversion of  time traces affected by orientation into distances is 

ambiguous, if  the relative orientation of  the two labels is unknown. To 

avoid orientation selection artefacts hard pulses that cover a large part of  

the EPR spectrum are required when paramagnetic centres with reduced 

mobility are probed. However, at high fields and frequencies orientation 

selective experiments can be used to investigate the mutual orientation 

of  two rigid paramagnetic centres, with increasing resolution.63  

2.2.3 Analysis of Experimental Data 

The extraction of  distance distributions P(r) is performed by fitting of  

the intramolecular Vintra(t) (chapter 2.2.1) part of  the experimental time 

trace after removal of  Vinter(t). The program used for analysis in this 

work is the well-known DEERanalysis developed by JESCHKE et al.64 The 

accuracy of  the extracted distances will depend on the quality of  the 

experimental data. Therefore experimental conditions will have a major 

impact on the accessible distance range and reliability of  the data 

analysis. The setup has to be chosen in a way to best suppress artefacts 
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like orientation selection or ESEEM as discussed earlier. The choice of  

the evolution time T, and therefore the trace length, will determine the 

accessible distance range, as the modulation period is increasing with 

decreasing dipolar frequency. According to equation (7) the 

perpendicular frequency νdd,⊥(θ = 90°) can be calculated for a given 

distance r. For precise distance determination at least 1.5 modulations 

should be observed. The trace length required to match this condition is  

plotted in Figure 2-8. With this 

consideration it can be estimated that 

for a distance of  8 nm, a traces length 

of  15 µs is required, while for 10 nm 

already an evolution time T (time 

between the first Hahn echo and the 

third detection pulse, Figure 2-5) of  

around 30 µs would be necessary to 

fulfil this criterion. With increasing trace 

length the detected signal will decrease 

strongly compromising the signal-to-

noise ratio. Increasing the phase 

memory time Tm therefore is one key to 

good data quality. Usually 

PELDOR/DEER experiments using nitroxide spin labels are performed 

at 50 K where the relaxation is already slowed down to several µs, due to 

decreased mobility of  substituents (usually methyl groups in spin labels) 

in close proximity to the radical function, but the longitudinal relaxation 

time is still sufficiently short to allow for fast averaging. Adding of  

glycerol to further decrease the mobility and use of  deuterated solvents 

to decrease spin-spin interactions can drastically improve the situation. 

   

 

Figure 2-8: Trace Length vs. 
Experimental Distance 

Trace length required to observe 1.5 full 

modulations of  a given distance, 

calculated using the relation (§ 2.1.1): 

νdd,⊥ [MHz]≈ 52.18/r3. One full 

modulation is observed at the time 

t = 1/ νdd,⊥.  
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Very long traces (25 µs) were performed on deuterated proteins.65 So far 

the trace length has only been discussed in connection to the distance 

range, neglecting the fact that the experimental signal will have a 

background from the intermolecular dipole-dipole interaction. The 

background can be drastically reduced by using strongly diluted samples 

(spin concentration cspin < 100 µM). However even very large dilutions 

will result in PELDOR/DEER traces having a background that needs to 

be removed before extracting distances. The most accurate way to 

determine an experimental background is measuring singly labelled 

samples under the same conditions for both label positions. Vinter(t) will 

be the product of  the signal detected from samples with a single label at 

position 1 and 2 (Vinter,1(t)) and  (Vinter,2(t), respectively): 

 
𝑉inter(𝑡) =  𝑉inter,1(𝑡)𝑉inter,2(𝑡)  (15) 

If  this procedure is not performed the background has to be fitted to the 

experimental trace. This is best done at a part of  the signal were the 

oscillation has decayed. This is why a trace should be recorded 

sufficiently long to cover enough signal after the oscillation has decayed.   

Several options for a background model are possible. If  the spin 

concentration, giving rise to the background, is uniformly distributed in 

space (c = c(r=0) = c(r) = const.), the background can be described by a 

simple exponential decay. 

 
𝑉inter(t) ≅ exp(−𝜆𝑘0𝑐𝑡) (16) 

It should be noted that the background will often take more complicated 

forms. Reasons for the deviation include excluded volume effects due to 
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the large size of  the studied macromolecule or repulsion due to charges 

(like for instance in case of  nucleic acids), leading to c(r=0) ≠ c(r). 

Layered environments like lipid bilayers will reduce the available space 

for intermolecular interactions from 3 to 2 dimensions. In this case 

higher order polynomials are a reasonable model for the background. 

After background removal distance distributions can be extracted from 

fitting of  the experimental time trace. Simulation of  a dipolar evolution, 

(Vinter, sim(t)), can be achieved through multiplication of   a given distance 

distribution P(r) with a kernel function K(t,r), given analytically by 

equation (10). 

 
𝑉intra,sim(𝑡) = 𝐾(𝑡, 𝑟)𝑃(𝑟) (17) 

Calculation of  P(r) from a given dipolar evolution in contrast is an ill-

defined problem, very subtle changes in the fit lead to substantial 

changes in the extracted distribution. To address this problem fitting is 

performed with a numerical algorithm called Tikhonov regularization.66 

The distance distribution best represented by the experimental time 

trace, which is found by minimization of  the following function to find 

the optimal compromise between artefact suppression and resolution of  

the distance distribution. 

 
𝐺𝛼 = ‖𝑉intra,sim(𝑡) − 𝑉intra,exp(𝑡)‖𝛼

2
+  𝛼 ‖

d2

d𝑟2
𝑃(𝑟)‖

𝛼

2

 (18) 

The first term on the right hand side describes the root mean square 

deviation (r.m.s.d.) ρ(α) between experimental (Vinter,exp(t)) and simulated 

(Vinter,sim(t)) dipolar evolution function. The second term is the product 
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of  a regularization parameter α and the norm of  the second derivative 

of  the distance distribution, describing the smoothness η(α) of  the fit. 

Small values of  α will lead to a simulated dipolar evolution reproducing 

parts of  the experimental noise and lead to distance distributions 

consisting of  unrealistically narrow peaks. If  in contrast α is chosen too 

large, the distribution will be very smooth; the dipolar evolution however 

will deviate strongly from the experimental data. The optimal α, meaning 

the best compromise between smoothness and r.m.s.d., can be found by 

plotting ln η vs. ln ρ (Figure 2-9). As for small α, ln η is large and strongly 

dependent on α, but ln ρ is small and will not change significantly with α, 

there is a steep decaying branch at the beginning of  the plot.  

For large α however, ln ρ will increase with increasing α and the 

smoothness will only weakly depend on α, leading to an only weakly 

decaying branch of  the plot. Optimal α is chosen at the corner as point 

of  the best compromise between smoothing of  the distance distribution 

and quality of  the fit. In addition to distance distributions, the number 

of  spins within a macromolecule can be determined according to 

 

Figure 2-9: L-Curve 

A plot of  the log ρ (root mean square 

deviation r.m.s.d. between experimental 

and simulated time trace) vs. the log η 

(second derivative of  the distance 

distribution) for α-values between 

0.0001 and 10,000 gives rise to a 

characteristic curve, called L-curve. The 

best compromise between r.m.s.d. of  the 

fit and smoothness/width is found for 

the α-value in the corner of  the curve 

(marked by red arrow).   
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equation (13). Since the experimental modulation depth ∆ is not only 

dependent on the number of  coupled spins, but also on excitation 

conditions, calibration is required to accurately determine the number of  

spins. To do such a calibration, PELDOR/DEER traces on systems with 

known number of  spins within the macromolecule, have to be recorded 

under conditions used in the experiment.  

All obtained distance distributions can only be interpreted reliably if  the 

experimental data are suited. Analysis of  traces with low signal to noise, 

short evolution times or artefacts like modulations from hyperfine 

interactions (ESEEM) or orientation selection should be treated 

conservatively and discussion of  the distribution may lead to over 

interpretation of  the experimental data. 

2.2.4 PELDOR vs. Other Techniques of Pulsed Dipolar 

Spectroscopy  

Although several pulsed EPR techniques have been proposed (§ 2.1.2) 

PELDOR is by far the most applied pulse sequence for good reasons. A 

sequence known as “2+1” introduced by KURSHEV et al. in 1988 is the 

single frequency equivalent to the three pulse DEER. It is less 

demanding in terms of  instrumentation as only a single microwave 

source is required and the Q-value of  the used resonator does not have 

to be lowered to increase the bandwidth as for PELDOR/DEER. 

Nonetheless, it has been driven out by the dual frequency technique. The 

main drawback is the dominance of  modulations arising from hyperfine 

interactions, which strongly interfere with the dipolar oscillations, 

aggravating data analysis.28, 53 Another single frequency method, mainly 

developed and applied by the group of  FREED is using double-quantum 
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coherences (DQC) to detect the dipolar coupling.29, 30 They introduced a 

six–pulse sequence shown in Figure 2-2. In contrast to 

PELDOR/DEER, full excitation of  the EPR line is required for DQC 

experiments leaving high demands in terms of  instrumentation, as high 

microwave power is required. DQC experiments do not encode the 

number of  coupled spins or the mutual orientation between the labels, 

leaving the experiment less prone to artefacts but reducing the 

information content at the same time. SIFTER is a technique that 

refocuses instantaneous diffusion and is thereby increasing the resolution 

especially for distances longer than three nanometres.32 Adversely, the 

experiment requires excitation of  the whole EPR line for ideal 

performance. Non-ideal excitations, which are commonly achieved, will 

open unwanted coherence pathways, which will be reflected in the 

detected signal. SCHÖPS et al. could show in a recent publication, that 

broadband SIFTER, performed with adiabatic pulses generated by an 

arbitrary wave generator, delivers artefact free time traces, potentially 

making the sequence a competitor for PELDOR/DEER.45 RIDME is 

also a stimulated echo sequence delivering time traces with the dipolar 

coupling encoded as an oscillation. The technique has the potential to 

cover a weak spot of  the PELDOR/DEER sequence, distance 

measurements involving paramagnetic metals with very short relaxation 

times and strong g-anisotropy like iron(III)- or manganese(II)-ions. 

PELDOR/DEER experiments on these systems suffer from low signal-

to-noise ratio and orientation selection artefacts. In RIDME modulation 

of  the observed echo (A spins) is induced by longitudinal relaxation of  

the B spins, making the technique particular powerful for experiments on 

species with large differences in relaxation properties like nitroxide-metal 

pairs. ABDULLIN et al. showed the superiority of  RIDME over PELDOR 
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for distance measurements between Fe3+ and a nitroxide in the iron 

containing cytochrome P450cam protein.35 However, the drawback of  

this promising technique is encoded in title of  the original publication 

from KULIK et al. “Electron dipole–dipole interaction in ESEEM of  nitroxide 

biradicals.” The technique suffers from a strong sensitivity for hyperfine 

modulations, raising the demand for suppression by additional 

experimental steps.   
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3. Chapter 

Introduction to Site-Directed Spin Labelling EPR 

 

A number of  biomolecules have intrinsic paramagnetic centres that can 

be studied by EPR. Examples include metalloenzymes carrying redox 

active transitions metal ions, as well as proteins having organic radicals 

involved in catalysis. However, the majority of  proteins is diamagnetic 

and therefore, in its native state, invisible to EPR techniques. In 1989 

W. HUBBEL introduced a technique allowing the attachment of  a spin-

label to a biomolecule at a user-defined site.11, 67 The technique of  site-

directed spin labelling (SDSL) had a significant impact breaking the 

limitation of  EPR application to biological relevant molecules. An 

overview of  labelling strategies and labels will be given in this chapter. 

3.1 Strategies for Site-Directed Spin Labelling 

Since the introduction SDSL 25 years ago, the method has been pushed 

forward by several developments, up to recent success in in vivo spin 

labelling.68, 69 Figure 3-1 displays several strategies for spin labelling a 

protein. The choice of  labelling method will be influenced by properties 

of  the label and target protein, also questions of  labelling efficiency 

should be considered. The most commonly used approach up to date is 

still the chemical conjugation of  cysteines with the nitroxide label 

MTSSL ((1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl) methanethio-

sulfonate). The method is convincing due to its technical simplicity and 

high labelling efficiency.  
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Figure 3-1: Strategies for Site-Directed Spin Labelling 

Strategies for the incorporation of  a spin label (X) into a biomolecule, adapted from reference69 A: 

Conjugation to natural amino acids. B: Introduction as unnatural amino acid during synthesis of  the 

biomolecule. C: B followed by ligation of  the synthesized biomolecule to the studied biomolecule D: 

Spin labelling by chelation to genetically encoded tags. E: Incorporation as unnatural amino acid F) 

Incorporation of  an unnatural amino acid, followed by labelling. 

However labelling of  natural amino acids such as cysteine requires site-

specific mutations that may influence the protein’s structure and 
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function. This limits the applicability to proteins not affected by this 

interference. Alternative binding of  a paramagnetic species can be 

realized using chelation. (Figure 3-1, D) Several chelate-tags have been 

proposed for coordination of  metals like gadolinium or manganese.70, 71 

Synthesis of  peptides carrying the spin label as an unnatural analogue 

(Figure 3-1, B and C) enables the introduction of  a large variety of  labels 

with specific chemical and spectroscopic properties, which are 

inaccessible by other labelling schemes. However, this procedure suffers 

from a limitation concerning size and natural folding of  the biomolecule. 

This restriction can be broken down by ligation of  the synthesized 

sequence to an expressed biomolecule, which requires large technical 

efforts and may not be applicable in every case. The most elaborate way 

is the introduction of  genetically encoded unnatural amino acids into 

endogenous proteins, as it is the minimal intervention to the natural 

state.72 The unnatural amino acid can serve as reaction partner having a 

unique chemical functional group that can be conjugated with a spin 

label in a subsequent step.73 Recently the direct biosynthesis of  a spin 

labelled biomolecule in vivo has been reported.74 Strategies for nucleic 

acid sequences offer a comparable variety.75, 76 In analogy to amino acids 

spin labels can be introduced during solid phase oligonucleotide 

synthesis, or post-synthetically conjugated to functional groups installed 

in this process. A large variety of  convertible nucleosides is commercially 

available, making the post-synthetic labelling procedure preferable in 

terms of  technical ease. Longer RNA strands mimicking natural 

occurring ones can be generated by ligation of  synthesized sequences. A 

strategy for labelling of  long natural RNAs can be performed by 

complementary-addressed SDSL.77 
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3.2 Spin Label Classes  

Choice of  the label for an EPR distance measurement will depend on 

demands with respect to the label in terms of  rigidity and sensitivity, but 

also on the target biomolecule and the applicable labelling strategy. While 

nitroxide labels clearly dominate EPR distance measurements, several 

label classes have been proposed in the last years. Metal-based spin labels 

and carbon-centred organic radicals offer an alternative to nitroxides, 

and open up the possibility of  orthogonal labelling.78 

3.2.1 Metal-Based Spin Labels 

In recent years a variety of  metal-based spin labels have been proposed. 

Metals in general have spectroscopic properties very distinct from those 

of  organic radicals. Additionally, the chemical stability of  metal-based 

labels even under in cell conditions should be highlighted. The majority 

of  metal-based labels are introduced via chelation, usually by ligate 

systems that are conjugated to an amino acid. Coordination by 

genetically encoded tags has been reported for manganese71, copper79 

and gadolinium70. Gadolinium (III) labels have been proposed for EPR 

distance measurements by RAITSIMRING et al. in 2007 for several 

rationales.80 First, Gd3+ is a S=7/2 system with a very narrow ms = +1/2 

 ms = -1/2 transition, that is not broadened by g-anisotropy, as it is the 

case for nitroxides, leading to an increased sensitivity especially at high 

fields and frequencies. Orientation selection effects are usually 

suppressed by the broad distribution of  transitions affected by the zero-

field splitting (ZFS). Second, short longitudinal relaxation time of  Gd3+ 

allows for very fast averaging. Distance measurements have been 

performed on gadolinium-labelled nucleic acids, trans-membrane 
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peptides and proteins in vitro and in cell. 81-85 The use of  Cu2+ for distance 

measurements has been reported in literature, however a lot of  

challenges arise when copper is used as spin probe. Due to strong g-

anisotropy its EPR spectrum is very broad even at low fields and 

frequencies. As the excitation bandwidth in pulsed experiments is limited 

this leads to low sensitivity when compared to nitroxides and more 

pronounced orientation selective effects have to be considered. Another 

metal-based label having the potential for in cell PELDOR/DEER 

experiments is Mn2+ coordinated to genetically encoded His-tags.71 

Manganese is endogenous to cells and, in contrast to copper, not toxic. 

3.2.2 Carbon-Centred Organic Radicals 

The most widely applied carbon centred radical is the tetrathiarylmethyl 

radical (TAM). When compared to nitroxides, TAM has a narrow EPR 

line and a long transversal relaxation time even at high temperatures. 

Especially the long phase memory time Tm is a very attractive property 

for EPR distance measurements. While standard nitroxide’s Tm at room 

temperature is in the range of  around 600 ns (in trehalose), making 

relaxation too fast at room temperature to allow for PELDOR/DEER 

experiments, TAM still has a relaxation time in the regime of  

microseconds.86-89 A study performed by REGINSSON et al. on TAM-

nitroxide labelled model compounds demonstrated increased sensitivity, 

in terms of  higher modulation depth, when compared to nitroxide-

nitroxide label analogues.90 YANG et al. could show the labels potential 

for pulsed EPR distance measurements close to physiological 

temperatures.91 However, the large size of  TAM may lead to distortions 

of  a biomolecules structure and is therefore limited in application. 
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3.3 Nitroxide Spin Labels 

Spin labelling using nitroxides is the most dominant approach in EPR 

spectroscopy. During the last decade a vast selection of  radicals has been 

proposed and applied in numerous studies.92 Development was driven by 

improving nitroxide properties in terms of  chemical stability93, relaxation 

times88 and diversification of  labelling strategies.74, 94 Nitroxide spin 

probes may be classified by parent structures (Figure 3-2, A), most 

commonly: five-membered rings (pyrrolines, pyrrolidines), six-membered 

rings (piperedines) and systems of  fused rings (isoindolines).  

 

Figure 3-2: Examples for Nitroxide Parent Structures and Steric Groups 

A: Examples for nitroxide parent structures for Six-membered rings (piperidine), five-membered 

rings (pyrrolidinepyrroline) and fused ring systems (isoindoline) B: Examples for steric groups at 2 

and 5-positions of  piperidine derived spin labels: most commonly used are gem-dimethyl groups 

(giving TEMPO (2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-pyrrolin-1-oxyl-3-acetylene)) or more bulky substituents to 

increase relaxation times and stability of  the radical function, such as spirocyclohexyl and gem-

diethyl groups. 
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To increase the stability of  the radical, additional groups are introduced 

adjacent to the N-O moiety, sterically shielding the radical group. The 

most abundantly are gem-methyl groups (Figure 3-2, B). However, the 

increased lifetime of  the radical comes with the price of  significantly 

shorter relaxation time Tm due to rotation of  the methyl groups at rates 

that are comparable to the anisotropy of  the hyperfine coupling between 

the electron and the protons of  the methyl groups, at temperatures 

above 60 K.95 In the last years derivates carrying more bulky groups 

(Figure 3-2, B), such as spirocyclohexyl- or gem-diethyl-groups, have been 

proposed to increase both, relaxation time and chemical stability towards 

reduction, to enable EPR experiments at more physiological conditions, 

namely room temperature and in cell. In 2010, KATHIRVELU and co-

workers suggested that the use of  a spirocyclohexyl nitroxyl radical 

would enable inter-spin distance measurements at temperatures up to 

125 K, eliminating the need to work at liquid helium temperatures.96 Five 

years later the group published the first room temperature 

PELDOR/DEER using a nitroxide label.89 The authors presented a 

1.4 μs long time trace (3.2 nm) recorded on T4 lysozyme doubly labelled 

with a spirocyclohexyl substituted nitroxide label, which was immobilized 

in trehalose to avoid isotropic tumbling of  the protein that would 

average the dipolar interaction to zero. A large variety of  bulky 

substituents increasing the relaxation time can be found in literature for 

nitroxides, enlarging the scope of  spin probes suited for room 

temperature distance measurements.88 The major limitation, compared to 

trityl- or gadolinium-based spin labels, when it comes to in cell EPR 

experiments, is the liability of  nitroxide radicals towards reduction. It 

could be shown, that next to other structural properties, sterical shielding 

by bulky substituents has a positive impact on the redox potential and 
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increases the nitroxide stability under in cell conditions.93, 97 However an 

appreciable advantage of  nitroxides is their small size, when compared to 

other spin labels for EPR (§ 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) or reporter groups 

employed in other spectroscopic techniques (e. g. fluorophores). The 

introduction of  bulky substituents calls for more caution in ensuring a 

non-perturbing character of  the reporter.  

3.3.1 Nitroxide Spin Labels for Nucleic Acids 

Nucleotides in general offer three different labelling sites for post-

synthetic spin labelling, namely the phosphate-backbone, the sugar-

backbone and the nucleobase itself  (Figure 3-3, inset). QIN et al. 

proposed the attachment of  a nitroxide label to the RNA-backbone via a 

phosphorothiote scheme, to enable sequence independent labelling.98, 99 

This so-called R5 (Figure 3-3, C) was employed for PELDOR/DEER 

studies on DNA 12mer duplex as model system for distances up to 

3.9 nm,100 as well as for distance measurements to elucidate “conformations 

of  a human telomeric G-quadruplex”.101 However, the three single bonds 

linking the nitroxide to the phosphate backbone give rise to a rather large 

conformational space occupied by R5, making intensive computational 

modelling a constant accompanist for data analysis.102 To address this 

issue the author introduced a new generation of  the label, now called 

R5c (Figure 3-3, C). R5c is a bifunctional analogue of  R5. Its reduced 

mobility could be confirmed by cw-EPR.103 In 2001 EDWARDS et al. 

published labelling of  the sugar backbone, allowing the attachment of  a 

TEMPO-derivative to the 2`-position of  internal base-paired RNA 

nucleotides of  RNA.104, 105 The label (Figure 3-3, B) was used for EPR 
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distance measurements on a “distance ruler” series of  doubly labelled 

DNA, for distances up to 6.8 nm. 

 

Figure 3-3: Nitroxides for Post-Synthetic Nucleic Acid Labelling 

Examples for nitroxide spin labels that can be attached post-synthetically to functionalized 

nucleotides of  an oligonucleotide. The inset shows the three positions a label may be attached to: the 

phosphate- or sugar-backbone or the nucleobase. A: Examples for spin labels attached to the 

nucleobase: TEMPO attached to Cytosine (CT) and the isoindoline derived spin label conjugated 

to Uridine via “click” chemistry giving the fairly rigid dŲ. B: TEMPO label attached to the 2´-

postion of  the sugar-backbone. C: R5 and its bifunctional analogue R5c, which can be attached 

to the phosphate backbone. 
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As the label is positioned at the backbone of  the DNA duplex it is 

pointing away from the helix axis, therefore the distance variation with 

base-pair separation between the two labels, will not be a linear 

relationship.106 The largest variety of  nitroxide labels is available for 

conjugation to the nucleobase or nucleobase analogues. Some allow for 

post-synthetic attachment of  the nitroxide radical to a unique functional 

group, others are incorporated 

during automated chemical 

synthesis. One example is a 

label that is conjugated to 4-

thio-Uridine, however the linker 

connecting the nucleobase to 

the label employs 5 rotatable 

bonds.107 DING et al. suggested 

the use of  the azide-alkyne 

(CuAAC) “click” reaction, 

delivering a piperidine-derived spin label linked to the 7`- and 5`-position 

of  adenosine and uridine, respectively by a triazole, as a possibility for 

post-synthetic modification of  nucleobases.108  The same approach was 

used to attach an isoindoline derived label to Uridine (dŲ, Figure 3-3, 

A).109, 110 The authors note that, although dŲ has two rotatable single 

bonds, giving rise to mobility of  the nitroxide moiety at room 

temperature, but that the label takes an almost planar conformation 

upon freezing. They could show that the rigidity gives rise to orientation 

selectivity in PELDOR experiments at Q-band frequencies, only slightly 

less pronounced than the one observed when working with Çm (Figure 

3-4).110  This finding makes dŲ a potential candidate for orientation 

selective PELDOR/DEER experiments. Accurate distance 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Nitroxides Introduced During 
Oligonucleotide Synthesis 

Chemical structures of  UTPA and Çm 
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measurements however are compromised by orientation selection. 

Almost 30 years ago SPALTENSTEIN et al., labelled the commercially 

available 5-iodo-2`-deoxyuridine with TPA and introduced the thymidine 

analogue into a DNA sequence.111, 112 The approach was extended to 

RNA giving analogues for uridine (UTPA, Figure 3-4), cytosine and 

adenosine.113, 114 The authors highlighted that TPA’s advantages for EPR 

spin labelling in general and PELDOR/DEER in particular: the label 

offers a broad range of  labelling sites (RNA or DNA, minor or major 

groove) and introduces only minor local perturbations to the structure. 

Additionally the short and rigid linker would enable the observation deep 

modulations in PELDOR/DEER experiments and translation of  

experimental distances into structure would be less ambiguous. 

Following an approach for DNA, HÖBARTNER et al. introduced post-

synthetic spin labelling of  the RNA nucleobases guanine, adenine and 

cytosine with TEMPO (CT, Figure 3-3, A) using convertible 

nucleosides.115 X-band PELDOR spectroscopy in combination with the 

TEMPO-labelled nucleotides on different secondary structures, 

including the equilibrium between duplex and hairpin structure of  a self-

complementary sequence as well as a quadruplex structure, resulted in 

narrow distance distributions for a distance range between 2 and 4 nm. 

3.3.2 Nitroxide Labels for Proteins 

Conjugation of  the fairly famous methanethiosulfonate spin label 

(MTSSL) to cysteines through formation of  a disulphide bond (R1, 

Figure 3-5, A) is the most widely used approach.116, 117 The labelling 

procedure convinces through great technical ease, and the label itself  is 

known to have minimal impact on the protein’s secondary structure. 
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However, the long linkage offers several rotatable bonds between the 

proteins backbone in the NO moiety. This leads to a large 

conformational space for the spin density. A lot of  effort had been made 

to account for the spin labels dynamic, as this knowledge is crucial for 

interpretation of  experimental inter-spin distances in terms protein 

structure.118 Rotamer libraries have been created for several 

macromolecular structures.119, 120 In more specific cases interpretation of  

inter-spin distances can be supported by molecular dynamic (MD) 

simulations or Monte Carlo conformational searches. To avoid ambiguity 

arising from MTSSL’s large conformational space developments have 

been pursuit aiming at more rigid spin labels. In analogy to the 

development of  R5c from R5 (Figure 3-3) the so-called Rx has been 

developed from R1 (Figure 3-5, A). It is a bifunctional analogue to R1, 

linked to two cysteines being direct neighbours (β-sheets) or three to 

four positions apart (helical structures).121 Rx was successfully employed 

to study membrane proteins and its performance to deliver narrow 

distance distributions in comparison to R1 was shown experimentally 

and supported by MD simulations.122, 123 STEVENS et al. discussed Rx’s 

feasibility for orientation selective PELDOR/DEER studies at W-band 

fields and frequencies.124 In cases were cysteines are essential for the 

proteins structure, by providing disulphide bonds or offering binding 

sites for cofactors, or function, alternative target amino acids for 

conjugation are required. Labels for arginine, serine and tyrosine have 

been proposed. 125-128 The latter is the target for a spin label called Nox 

(Figure 3-5, A).129 The isoindoline-based nitroxide radical is attached to 

tyrosine via Mannich bioconjugation. Up to now, the label has been 

mainly used as reporter for side chain mobility in intrinsically disordered 

proteins.130, 131  
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Figure 3-5: Nitroxides for Labelling of  Amino Acids 

A: Spin labels for amino acids (displayed in grey) with the cysteine labels R1 and Rx, the tyrosine 

label Nox and K1 as a nitroxide attached to the unnatural amino acid para-acetylphenylalanin 

(pAcF). B: Spin labels that are introduced as unnatural amino acid e.g. TOAC, TOPP and 

SLK-1. C: Spin labels that are introduced as unnatural β-amino acid e.g. β-TOAC, 

β-TOPP and POAC 

In 2009 FLEISSNER et al. suggested the use of  an unnatural amino acid 

(acetylphenylalanine), which can be genetically encoded, for providing a 
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keto-group as, among the natural amino acids, unique chemical group. 

Reaction with a hydroxylamine functionalized nitroxide yields the spin 

labelled side chain designated K1 (Figure 3-5, A).73 The use of  a non-

canonical amino acid reduces the number of  point mutations required 

for a doubly labelled sample to two, which is advantageous especially 

when working on cysteine rich sequences.132 An alternative to 

conjugation of  the spin label to natural or unnatural amino acids is the 

introduction of  unnatural amino acids as spin labels. This approach in 

general offers more possibilities for label-design, especially the absence 

of  a need for linkers to functional groups of  the amino acid sequence 

facilitated development of  rather rigid spin labels. The potential of  

breaking the limitation to synthesized sequences could be shown in 

recent years. In 2014 genetically encoding of  a spin labelled amino acid, 

SLK-174 (Figure 3-5, C) was published. The in vivo biosynthesize of  spin 

labelled proteins enables EPR distance measurements on native, 

endogenous proteins for structural studies.133 SLK-1, however is a 

flexible label giving rise to a large conformational space and distance 

distributions comparable to R1. The first label introduced into a peptide 

backbone rather than the side chain was TOAC (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-N-

oxyl-4-amino-4-carboxylic acid, Figure 3-5, B) in 1981.134 The label was 

used in numerous studies to investigate peptide’s backbone dynamic and 

secondary structure, especially in trans-membrane systems.135 In 2007 

INBARAJ et al. demonstrated the use of  cw-EPR in conjunction with 

TOAC for the determination of  a peptide’s (analogue of  the nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptor trans- membrane helical domain) tilt angle in a 

mechanical aligned membrane.136 This study was enabled as TOAC has 

a, despite admittedly present ring conformations, rather rigid orientation 

with respect to the peptide backbone. A conformational restriction also 
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is a favourable condition for EPR distance measurements. However, 

TOAC is a Cα,α-disubstituted amino acid potentially disturbing secondary 

structure.135, 137, 138 Following TOAC’s example the unnatural β–amino 

acids β–TOAC139 and POAC (2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidine-N-oxyl-3-

amino-4-carboxylic acid)140, 141, (Figure 3-5, C) have been introduced into 

peptides. With the objective of  a conformational rigid spin label having 

less potential for structural disturbance, STOLLER et al. developed a 

regular chiral α-L-amino acid called TOPP (4-(3,3,5,5-tetramethyl-2,6-

dioxo-4-oxylpiperazin-1-yl)-L-phenylglycine).142 As shown in Figure 

3-5, B the label’s N-O bond is aligned to the same axis as the Cα-Cβ 

connection. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of  the TOPP 

fragment backed up the molecular geometry with the nitroxide moiety 

fastened collinear to the Cα-Cβ bond. To investigate the label’s capacity 

for EPR distance measurements the authors performed an X band (9 

GHz) PELDOR/DEER study on an alanine rich transmembrane model 

peptide doubly labelled with TOPP. Experiments on the TOPP-labelled 

peptide yielded time traces showing clear modulations, meaning narrow 

distance distributions, and were not affected by orientation selection 

artefacts. Due to its rigid design the label could be used for an 

orientation selective PELDOR study performed at W band.62 Analysis 

of  the experiments unveiled the mutual orientation between the two 

labels. Concededly a libration of  ± 20° around the two single bonds was 

required to fit the experimental data, indicating some rotational freedom 

around these bonds. It is worth highlighting, that this libration does not 

alter the position of  the NO moiety in space, hence is not increasing the 

width of  the distance distribution. To enable the insertion of  the label 

into β-peptides a β–amino acid analogue (β–TOPP, Figure 3-5, C) has 

been developed (unpublished).  
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4. Chapter 

Scope of  the Thesis 

 

4.1 High-Power PELDOR at Q band - Motivation 

This thesis is investigating the performance of  PELDOR/DEER, taking 

advantage of  some recent advances in pulse EPR instrumentation, more 

specifically the availability of  PELDOR/DEER at Q-band fields and 

frequencies (1.2 T/34 GHz) with high microwave power (170 W). This 

setup is offering two advantages: increased sensitivity and suppression of  

orientation selection artefacts. Q band is advantageous over the standard 

X-band in terms of  sensitivity,143, 144 as in general the absolute sensitivity 

(spins/mT or spins/GHz) increases with field and frequency for several 

reasons. One contribution is an increase in population difference 

between the two spin states, due to an increased Zeeman splitting. 

Additionally the shorter wavelength of  higher frequencies reduces 

resonator dimensions, leading to smaller sample volumes still having a 

high filling factor.145 The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) scales with the 

microwave frequency ω according to143  

 
S/N ∝

√𝜔32
 𝑄L𝑁

√𝐹𝑁  √𝑉𝑐
 (19) 

N is the number of  spins and Vc the effective sample volume, which is 

defined by the sample volume Vs and the filling factor η (Vc = Vs/η).  

FN denotes the receiver noise. The quality factor of  the resonator QL 

increases proportionally to ω, excitation bandwidth is assumed to be the 
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same at the different microwave frequencies. Further assuming a 

negligible microwave dependence of  FN and the same number of  

participating spins the signal-to-noise-ratio can be estimated to scale with 

ω2. With 9.5 and 34 GHz for X and Q-band frequency, respectively an 

enhancement of  12.5 can be predicted. 

 𝑆 𝑁⁄ (34 GHz)

𝑆 𝑁⁄ (9.5 GHz)
≈ 12.8 (20) 

In experiments comparing the performance of  PELDOR/DEER 

experiments at X and Q band an increase in signal-to-noise ratio of  13 

and 10 to 20 were measured.144, 146 The use of  high microwave power 

allows the application of  harder pulses, comparable to those applied at 

X-band frequencies. The larger excitation bandwidth provides another 

advantage. While employing spin labels with reduced mobility is 

preferable to achieve narrow distance distributions it also potentially 

introduces orientation selection artefacts that hamper with data analysis. 

Adversely PELDOR experiments at Q band are more prone to 

orientation selection artefacts, when compared to X band, due to partial 

resolution of  g-anisotropy. High power microwave irradiation allows for 

application of  short pulses (large excitation bandwidth), potentially 

allowing to supress orientation selection.146  

These advantages will be exploited to evaluate the capability of  

PELDOR/DEER experiments at Q-band fields and frequencies in 

conjunction with semi-rigid spin labels for accurate distance 

measurements, in two challenging cases: measuring very long distances 

(up to 8 nm) and distance measurements in systems with enhanced 

relaxation (in lipid bilayers). 
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4.1.1 Ribonucleic Acids (RNA) 

Since the first report of  catalytic active RNA in 1982147, it has been 

recognized that RNAs are more than just a transporter of  information 

from deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to the protein machinery of  the 

ribosome. In fact 98 % of  RNAs are non-coding (nc),148 and their 

functions include numerous regulatory purposes.149-151 Riboswitches 

regulate gene expression by conformational change dependent on 

temperature or upon metabolite binding. Protein binding sRNAs can 

modulate their cognat proteins activity in an antagonistic fashion; or play 

an essential role for activity. A cell defence mechanism against 

bacteriophages and plasmids based on RNA is performed by the 

clustered, regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR), 

which are direct protein nucleases against intruding DNA.152 

Transcriptomic studies piled up a tremendous amount of  ncRNAs, 

without any idea about their structure or function, as RNAs pose quite a 

challenge for structural investigations. They intrinsically contain lots of  

flexible elements like loops, linkers or termini, making crystallization 

particular difficult; even close to impossible. Truncation may help the 

formation of  crystals suited for x-ray structures but strongly hampers 

with the meaningfulness of  the obtained structure. Additionally their 

function is connected to a large conformational dynamic, which cannot 

be captured by x-ray crystallography. The method of  choice for probing 

dynamical structures is NMR spectroscopy. However functional RNAs 

can be several thousand nucleotides long,153 and therefore a lot of  

biological relevant RNAs or complexes are exceeding the techniques size 

limitation. EPR is an attractive complementary approach, as shown by 

several studies using EPR distance measurements to follow 
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conformational changes of  RNAs.102, 154-156 PELDOR spectroscopy has 

been applied to monitor magnesium depending folding a hammerhead 

ribozyme157 as well as conformational changes of  aptamers upon binding 

of  broad-spectrum antibiotics.158, 159 In 2014 a study of  the assembly of  

a 70 kDa ribonucleoprotein showed the power of  combining NMR with 

EPR long-range distance constrains.160, 161 A strategic placement of  spin 

labels allowed to observe a large change of  experimentally observed 

distances during annealing of  mini TAR-DNA to mini TAR RNA upon 

interaction with HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein NCp7.162 Furthermore large 

multicomponent supramolecular assemblies as the ribosome could be 

studied upon building a complex with a doubly spin labelled mRNA 

analogue.163 In spite of  this beautiful examples, the availability of  spin-

labelled RNA and the properties of  the spin label itself  place the 

limitations of  PELDOR experiments.    

A 34 nucleotide long RNA sequence doubly labelled with CT 

(Figure 3-3) at various positions, serves as a ruler to examine PELDOR 

experiments for measuring increasingly longer distances in RNA. The 

signal intensity of  the detected echo is strongly reduced with increasing 

distance, due to the requirement of  very long evolution times T, in the 

PELDOR experiments. As the CT label preserves the base-pairing 

capability its mobility is reduced, promising narrow distributions but 

potentially giving rise to some orientation selection. 

4.1.2 Transmembrane Helices (WALP) 

Integral membrane proteins represent 25-30 % of  proteoms and manage 

numerous membrane related biological functions, such as signalling, 

transport and defence.164 In spite of  this fundamental biological 
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relevance, high-resolution structures of  transmembrane (TM) proteins 

are scarce good. In June 2016 only 2.4 % of  the protein structures 

available in the protein databank represent TM proteins. This dramatic 

mismatch is due, as the bottlenecks, of  poor expression, limited 

extraction success and low purification yields, are narrower than for their 

soluble relatives.165, 166 The first TM protein could be crystallized only 30 

years after myoglobin,167 and x-ray structures are still demanding due to 

the shortage on well-ordered 3D crystals.165 The first sentence of  a 

review from 2008 brings the extra challenge right to the point: “Membrane 

proteins do not work alone.”168 TM proteins interact with their lipid 

environment; in fact the right interaction quite often is indispensable for 

structural and functional integrity. The lipids may assist folding and 

insertion; stabilize the structure, mediate oligomerization or segregate 

the proteins into distinct membrane domains.169-171 Techniques like 

NMR, EPR and fluorescence spectroscopy that allow studying the 

proteins in its natural environment, a lipid, are powerful approaches to 

the field of  TM protein structure.172-174 Recent EPR distance 

measurements include monitoring the assembly of  the TM domain of  a 

protein from influenca A virus and structural transitions of  E. coli’s 

integral membrane sulfurtransferase upon substrate binding.175, 176 

Despite studies of  specific TM proteins, the investigation of  the nature 

of  protein-lipid interaction itself  is fundamental to understand the 

complex interplay fostering TM protein function. Structurally, TM 

domains can be described by mainly two classes: β-barrels and α-helices, 

with the latter being more abundant.177 TM helices are typically 20-30 

amino acids long, majorly composed of  hydrophobic residues alanine, 

valine, isoleucine and most abundantly leucine.178 In 1984 BLOOM et al. 

introduced a model for describing one aspect of  the lipid-protein 
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interaction, based on the thermodynamics of  the relation between the 

hydrophobic thickness of  the membrane and the hydrophobic length of  

the protein, named hydrophobic matching (HM) or mismatching 

(HMM). Figure 4-1 illustrates the concept for an α-helical structure 

embedded in a lipid bilayer, for the case of  the helix’s hydrophobic 

length exceeding the hydrophobic thickness of  the bilayer (positive 

HMM). To counteract the unfavourable interaction between the 

hydrophobic core of  the helix and the hydrophilic head groups of  the 

lipids, several adaption mechanisms may occur (adapted from 

reference179). The lipids may match the helix length by stretching of  their 

acyl-chains (Figure 4-1, A).  

 

Figure 4-1: Illustration of  Possible Reactions to Hydrophobic Mismatch 

Illustration of  possible reaction mechanisms for the case when the helix’s hydrophobic length is 

exceeding the hydrophobic thickness of  the lipid bilayer, also known as positive hydrophobic 

mismatch (HMM), adapted from reference179 A: Stretching of  the lipids acyl chains. B: Tilting of  

the helix. C: Aggregation of  helices. D: Distortion/deformation of  the helix backbone E: Kinking 

of  the backbone  

Alternatively, the helix can minimize the contacts between hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic elements by tilting, aggregation, compression or kinging 

(Figure 4-1, B-E). As natural membranes have a very complex 

composition of  lipids varying in their hydrophobic length, helices or 

Positive 

HMM 
A B C D E 
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lipids may also migrate to regions of  hydrophobic matching. This 

concept has been a target for biophysical studies ever since, 169, 171, 180 

including FRET, EPR and NMR spectroscopy studying transmembrane 

helices organization, revealing tilt angles, as well as folding and 

oligomerization processes of  transmembrane peptide under HMM 

conditions.172, 181, 182  

For studying the fundamental principles of  this interaction several model 

systems have been developed. KILLIAN et al. introduced a model 

transmembrane peptide class called WALP (tryptophan (W) alanine (A) 

leucine (L) peptides).183 The peptides are composed of  a hydrophobic 

central stretch, of  alternating alanines and leucines, which is flanked by 

tryptophans, serving as an anchor to the hydrophobic-hydrophilic lipid 

interface.184, 185 Membrane embedded WALPs have been targeted by 

numerous studies, including fluorescence and NMR for determination 

of  their tilt angles.186, 187  WALP peptides have also been shown to be a 

valuable model system for distance measurements in lipid bilayers. EPR 

distances measurements showed the stability and good adaptation in lipid 

bilayers of  WALP peptides in conjunction with nitroxide spin labels and 

also with more bulky labels such as lanthanide chelates. 188, 189 However it 

should be noted that the data quality of  PELDOR experiments 

performed in lipid bilayers is usually fairly poor, when compared to 

solution. Fast relaxation, due to high local spin concentrations leads o 

low signal intensity, and interactions between the spin label and the lipid 

environment may alter the observed distance distribution. Hence suited 

spin labelling and experimental setup are fundamental to improve the 

applicability of  PELDOR/DEER experiments in lipid bilayers.190 
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A WALP24 transmembrane peptide spin labelled with TOPP or 

MTSSL (Figure 3-5) for comparison is used to measure inter-spin 

distances in lipid bilayers. The signal intensity of  the detected echo is 

strongly reduced due to the enhanced relaxation, triggered by spin-spin 

interactions, within the lipid bilayer. Additionally interactions between 

lipids and the nitroxides might influence the experimental distance 

distribution. TOPP’s rigidity can potentially overcome the latter, but 

leaves the experiments prone to orientation selection. 
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5. Chapter 

General Experimental Setup for PELDOR Experiments Reported 

in this Thesis 

  

A simplified scheme of  a pulsed EPR spectrometer is given in Figure 

5-1. Continuous wave microwave irradiation in the mW range is 

generated by the microwave (mw) source (Gunn diode). Figure 5-1 

displays two sources (1 and 2) enabling the performance of  double 

frequency experiments like PELDOR/DEER. The irradiation generated 

by the sources is passing the pulse-forming unit (PFU). Source 1 

additionally feeds the reference arm, which serves as a bias and as a 

reference for frequency and phase in the mixer-based detection unit 

(quadrature detector and video amplifier). High microwave power is 

essential in pulse EPR as, in contrast to cw-EPR, excitation is non-

selective. The available microwave power will also determine the 

microwave field B1 generated at the sample and therefore the pulse 

length tp required for flipping the magnetization according to: α = -

γ
e
|B1|tp (α is the flip angle and γe the gyromagnetic ratio).191 Therefore 

pulse sequences generated by the PFU are combined and send to an 

amplifier. The microwave power can be adjusted to the experimental 

needs by attenuation before entering the resonator. The echo-signal 

generated in the resonator is amplified again before entering the double 

balanced mixer-based quadrature detector that ensures a matching of  the 

reference microwave phase to the phase of  the signal. In case of  a dual 

frequency experiment like PELDOR/DEER, detection is adjusted only 
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to the phase of  the microwave generated in mw source 1, while pulses 

generated by the second source exhibit a random phase. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: Simplified Scheme of  a Pulsed EPR Spectrometer 

Adapted from191. Scheme of  a pulsed EPR spectrometer with two microwave sources 1 and 2. 

This incoherence is essential to suppress artefacts as explained in § 2.2.1. 

In the last step a video amplifier adjusts the signal to the input range of  

the analog-to-digital converter. To avoid damaging the receiver by the 

high power of  reflected pulses a pin diode switcher blocks the pulses for 

the time until the so-called ringing appearing after pulse excitation of  the 

pulse has decayed (defence pulse).  

In this thesis all distance measurements were performed on a 

commercial Bruker ElexSys E580 pulse X/Q-band spectrometer. The 

instrument was initially equipped with a 3 W Q-band solid-state amplifier 

and later upgraded with a pulsed 170 W Q-band travelling-wave tube 

tube (TWT) amplifier (Model 187Ka, Applied Systems Engineering Inc.). 

However due to losses the power output of  the microwave bridge was 
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measured to be around 50-55 W with the high power TWT amplifier. In 

measurements performed with the 3 W amplifier, the standard Q-band 

Bruker resonator (EN5107D2) was employed, which allows for insertion 

of  EPR tubes with 2 mm outer diameter. Under strong overcoupling 

condition the resonator usually gave a bandwidth of  around 100 MHz. 

At the centre of  the dip, π-pulse length was typically 48 ns. 50 MHz 

frequency separation ∆ν between pump and detection frequencies could 

be achieved, without a critical loss of  sensitivity, giving a π-pulse length 

of  56 ns. The same EN5107D2 Bruker resonator delivered a typical π-

pulse length of  12 ns at the centre of  the dip, when high power 

microwave irradiation was used. For distance measurements where 

sensitivity was crucial (small signal intensity), the Bruker ER5107QT-II 

resonator was employed.  

  Figure 5-2: Resonator Dip and PELDOR 
Setup 

The top shows the schematic representation of  a 

resonator dip (grey). The highest B1 is achieved in the 

centre. The bandwidth (full width at half  

maximum) of  the resonator determines the 

maximum frequency separation available for the 

PELDOR/DEER experiment. Strong 

overcoupling was performed to increase the possible 

frequency separation. For maximum modulation 

depth PELDOR/DEER experiments are 

generally performed with the centre of  the dip tuned 

for pumping at the maximum of  the EPR spectrum 

(nitroxide EPR spectrum is plotted at the bottom). 

Detection is chosen at higher B0 values (lower 

frequencies).   

 

The high-power setup with this resonator allows for measurements on 

larger sample volumes (3 mm outer diameter), thus increasing the 
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sensitivity. The Bruker ER5107QT-II resonator gives a typical -pulse 

length of  16-18 ns when frequency was tuned in the dip centre of  the 

microwave resonator. In this case pulse length of  26-28 ns were achieved 

when the frequency was set 90 MHz lower. Experimental temperature 

was adjusted to 50 K using a continuous flow cryostat (CF95550, 

Oxford Instruments). Figure 5-2 displays the echo-detected EPR 

spectrum of  a representative nitroxide (CT in RNA) recorded at 34 GHz 

and corresponding EasySpin simulations displaying the individual 

hyperfine lines.192 The mI = +1 hyperfine line (low field side) results in 

the smallest anisotropy (highest intensity). For maximum excitation, 

normally the pumping frequency was set in the resonator dip centre and 

at the maximum of  the EPR spectrum as also proposed by others.144, 146, 

193 The PELDOR/DEER setup was chosen for detection as close as 

possible to the pump frequency to reach optimal signal-to-noise but 

guarantying minimal spectral overlap of  the pulses, resulting in a shift Δν 

of  50 or 90 MHz for the low and high power setup, respectively. The 

four-pulse PEDLOR/DEER sequence was employed for all 

PELDOR/DEER experiments. Figure 5-3 displays the general pulse 

setting generally employed in this work. All PELDOR/DEER 

experiments were run from tables that allow to adjust the timing for 

every pulse. The time delays τ (250–400 ns) and T were adjusted for each 

experiment and are given in § 6 and 7. Independent from these two time 

delays the first pump pulse was always applied 60-98 ns after the second 

detection pulse, with the last pulse applied at 60-98 ns before the third 

detection pulse. For an unresolved reason, artefacts are introduced if  this 

delay is chosen larger than 100 ns. The acquisition window was adjusted 

to the signal intensity of  the detected echo. 
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Figure 5-3: General Pulse Sequence for PELDOR/DEER Experiments 

Four-pulse PELDOR/DEER sequence as applied in this thesis. The detection pulses 1-3 are set 

in the +x channel. Time delays τ and T are adjusted for each experiment. The pump pulse is set 

in the ELDOR channel, making sure that the spacing between detection pulse 2 and the first 

ELDOR pulse as well as the between the last pump pulse and detection pulse 3, does neither 

exceed 100 ns nor is to small, avoiding the simultaneous application of  pulses. 

While around 40 ns of  echoes of  large intensity were integrated, this 

window was reduced to around 20 ns when the echo was weak in 

intensity to reduce noise. It turned out, that the incoherence of  the 

ELDOR channel was sufficient to supress artefacts from additional 

echoes and phase cycling is not required.  
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6. Chapter 

PELDOR on CT-Labelled Ribonucleic Acid 

– Measurement of  Long Distances 

 

The following chapter will analyse the results obtained in the 

experiments on CT-labelled RNA. Not only the experimental distances 

and their distributions but also an investigation of  orientation selectivity 

will be presented. Additionally, the influence of  uncertainties in the 

background correction on the error of  the extracted distances will be 

discussed. The results are published in chemical science and some of  the 

figures are adapted from the publication.194 

6.1 Materials and Methods 

The RNA sequence for labelling is shown in Figure 6-1 (black), with its 

complementary strand being displayed in grey.  

  

Figure 6-1: RNA Sequence and CT Spin Label 

Left: The 34 base-pair RNA duplex and hairpin employed in this study. Right: Chemical 

structure of  the N4-TEMPO-cytidine (CT) spin label illustrating the base pairing with guanine. 

CT 

G 

duplex conformation 

3‘- CUGCAGCCUUCUGCAGUCAUCUGGAGCGUAGCAC -5`

5`- GACGUCGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCAUCGUG -3`

hairpin conformation 

UCAUCUGGAGCGUAGCAC-5` 

GACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCAUCGUG-3`       A 
A 

G 
     G 

CUGCAG 
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The N4-TEMPO-cytidine (CT) spin label preserves the base-pairing 

capability of  cytosine (C) to guanine (G), as shown in Figure 6-1. 

Samples for EPR spectroscopy were received from Jan Seikowski from 

the laboratory of  Professor Claudia Höbartner (Georg August 

University, Göttingen) in the following form: Spin-labelled 34 nucleotide 

RNA strands were annealed with 1.5 equivalents of  the 34 nucleotide 

complementary strand to form the duplex samples. To form a hairpin 

containing a GGAA tetra loop and a nicked extended stem, 1.5 

equivalents of  the 18 nucleotide long RNA complement to the 3`-part 

were added. Annealing was performed in 10 mM potassium 

phosphate/D2O buffer pH 7.0, containing 150 mM NaCl. Overall 8 

samples differing in label positions were investigated.  

Table i 

Sequences of  the RNA strands with CT marked as bold. Sample numbering, number of  base pairs Δbp 
between the labels 
   

Sample Δbp Sequence 

1 Duplex [6,16] 10 GACGUCTGGAAGACGUCTAGUAGACCUCGCAUCGUG 

2 Duplex [13,28] 15 GACGUCGGAAGACTGUCAGUAGACCUCGCTAUCGUG 

3 Duplex [16,31] 15 GACGUCGGAAGACGUCTAGUAGACCUCGCAUCTGUG 

4 Duplex [6,24] 18 GACGUCTGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCTUCGCAUCGUG 

5 Hairpin [6,28] 18 GACGUCTGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCTAUCGUG 

6 Duplex [6,28] 22 GACGUCTGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCTAUCGUG 

7 Duplex [6,31] 25 GACGUCTGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCAUCTGUG 

8 Duplex [3,31] 28 GACTGUCGGAAGACGUCAGUAGACCUCGCAUCTGUG 
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6.1.1 Preparation of EPR Samples 

Determination of  Labelling Efficiency 

For characterizing the spin-labelling efficiency cw-EPR spectra were 

recorded at X-band frequencies. Experiments were performed at room 

temperature in a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer equipped with a 

Bruker super high Q resonator ER4122SHQE. 20 μL of  RNA sample 

were filled into EPR glass capillaries of  2 mm outer diameter (OD).  

 

 

Figure 6-2: Determination of  the RNA Samples’ Spin Concentration  

Double integral was calculated from cw-EPR spectra recorded at X-band microwave frequencies 

(9,7 GHz). A calibration curve was obtained from measuring 4-hydroxy TEMPO in the RNA 

samples’ buffer at concentrations between 50 and 200 μM (open dots). Linear regression (red line) 

of  the calibration curve enabled the calculation of  the spin concentrations from double integrated 

EPR spectra of  the RNA samples (black dots). 

Comparison of  the doubly integrated EPR signal with a calibration 

curve, recorded with 4-hydroxy TEMPO at concentrations between 50 

and 200 μM, was used to calculate the spin concentration (Figure 6-2). 
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Comparison of  the measured spin concentration with the nominal RNA 

concentration determined by UV absorbance revealed labelling 

efficiencies between 80 and 100 % for all samples.  

EPR Sample Preparation 

Glycerol was added (20-50 % of  the final volume) to samples for 

PELDOR/DEER yielding a final concentration of  spin-labelled RNA 

between 40 and 60 µM (Table ii). Samples with long inter spin distances 

(r ≥ 5 nm) contained D8-glycerol, to increase the transverse relaxation 

time Tm. 

Table ii 

Concentration of  spin labelled RNA duplex for PELDOR 
 

Sample c [µM] 

1 Duplex [6,16] 40 

2 Duplex [13,28] 50 

3 Duplex [16,31] 50 

4 Duplex [6,24] 60 

5 Hairpin [6,28] 40 

6 Duplex [6,28] 55 

7 Duplex [6,31] 100 

8 Duplex [3,31] 55 
 

 

6.1.2 PELDOR/DEER Experiments 

PELDOR experiments were generally performed as described in § 5. 

Experiments using low power were performed using the EN5107D2 
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resonator (EPR tubes with 2 mm outer diameter) giving a π-pulse length 

of  48 ns for pumping at the dip centre and 56 ns for detecting 50 MHz 

lower in frequency. High power experiments on samples 1-6 were 

performed with the same resonator now giving a π-pulse length of  12 ns 

in the centre and 24 ns at 90 MHz lower frequency for pumping and 

detection, respectively. Sample 7 and 8 were measured using the 

ER5107QT-II resonator employing larger sample volumes (EPR tubes 

with 3 mm outer diameter). In this case π-pulse lengths were 16 ns in the 

dip centre and 24 ns or 26 ns at 90 MHz lower or higher frequencies, 

respectively. Experiments on sample 8 were performed with detection at 

the dip centre and at the maximum of  the EPR line to increase the signal 

intensity. Pumping was performed at 90 MHz higher microwave 

frequency in this case. Experimental conditions that deviate from this 

setup are given in the figure captions. A time delay τ of  400 ns was set 

between the first two pulses in the sequence. The dipolar evolution time 

T (spacing between second and third detection pulses) was set between 

3.5 and 18 μs, to enable recording at least 2.5 periods of  dipolar 

oscillations for distances of  up to 5 nm. Evolution time for longer 

distances was chosen to provide at least 1.5 modulations. The last 100 ns 

of  the experimental time traces were removed as they usually contained 

artefacts from the pump pulse entering the third detection pulse. 

Acquisition time varied from ~ 10 hours up to ~ 24 hours, depending 

on the evolution time T of  the PELDOR sequence. The intermolecular 

background was removed from dipolar traces, using a second order 

polynomial function for background correction. Tikhonov 

regularization, provided by the program DEERanalysis, was employed to 

derive distance distributions. 
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6.1.3 Construction of Molecular Model of CT-labelled RNA 

Standard A-form RNA was constructed from the given sequence using 

the Web 3DNA server program.195 Different conformations of  the CT 

fragment arising from isomerization around the two rotatable bonds (Φ1 

and Φ2, Figure 6-3) were extracted from an ab initio scan of  the CT 

fragment performed by Deniz Sezer.194 As conformation 4-6 of  Figure 

6-3 interfere with the base pairing of  CT to Guanine, only conformations 

1 and 2 were considered as minimum structures.  

Figure 6-3: Ab Initio Scan of  CT Conformations 

Ab initio scan of  the dihedral (1-2) potential energy surface 

and conformations of  the six local minima. Some hydrogen 

atoms are not shown for clarity. Taken from reference.194 

Although conformations 5 and 6 display the global energy 

minimum they were not considered in construction of  the 

molecular model as they interfere with the base pairing. 

 

The CT fragment in the desired conformation subsequently replaced 

cytosine in the modelled RNA duplex at the respective label positions 

(PyMOL, Delano Scientific LLC). Dihedrals (Φ1 and Φ2) of  the six 

conformations are given in Table iii. 
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Table iii 

Energies and dihedral angles of  the six optimal conformations of  CT shown in Figure 6-3 
       

Mimimum # 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Energy (kcal/mol) 1.96 1.96 5.49 0.00 0.00 2.55 

Dihedral 1 (degree) 162 77 63 156 83 63 

Dihedral 2 (degree) 12 12 0 175 175 180 
 

 

6.1.4 Simulation of Orientation Selective PELDOR Traces 

Simulations of  orientation selective PELDOR/DEER traces for 

sample 2 were conducted using a home written program that takes into 

account orientation selection in PELDOR/DEER experiments.59, 62 The 

simulations considered experimental parameters (pulse lengths, 

frequency separation, EPR detection frequency, nitroxide EPR 

parameters). The relative orientation between the two labels was 

extracted from CT labels, considering the two most populated states 

conformation 1 and 2 (Figure 6-3, Table iii), attached to position 13 and 

28 in the standard A-form RNA as described in § 6.1.3. Time traces were 

simulated for the four pairs of  label conformations arising from the 

combinations of  the two conformations. The four pairs are denoted 

[13/1, 28/1], [13/2, 28/2], [13/1, 28/2] and [13/2, 28/1]. Relative 

population of  the two conformations 1 and 2 was assumed as equal, for 

simplicity. The distance corresponding two the individual pair was 
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extracted from the ideal A-form RNA (each individual combination of  

conformations has a slightly different distance). 

6.2 Results on CT-labelled RNA 

This section will summarize the results of  the PELDOR/DEER 

experiments on the CT-labelled RNA. Not only results concerning long-

range distance measurements between 3 and 8 nm in the RNA duplex 

will be presented, but also several experiments evaluating the accuracy of  

the extracted distances.  

6.2.1 Examination of Orientation Selection 

PELDOR/DEER measurements on samples 1-4 were performed under 

various conditions of  pulse excitation bandwidths as well as excitation 

positions in the EPR line, to investigate the performance of  the 

PELDOR/DEER experiment at Q-band frequency in conjunction with 

the CT labels in terms of  orientation selection. The full analysis will be 

presented for sample 2 as an example, which carries the CT label at 

position 13 and 28 of  the sequence. Figure 6-4 displays a comparison of  

PELDOR/DEER experiments on sample 2 performed with either the 

3 W or the 170 W amplifier. The modulation depths ∆ observed in both 

experiments (∆ ≤ 0.1 at low power vs. ∆ ≤ 0.3 at higher power) are 

consistent with narrow and wider excitation bandwidths. The trace 

recorded with selective pulses reflects frequency components due to 

orientation selection that give rise to an artificial peak in the distance 

distribution if  not considered in analysis (marked by an arrow in Figure 

6-4, A). 
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Figure 6-4: Comparison of  High and Low Power PELDOR Experiments 

Top (A,B): Echo-detected field-sweep nitroxide spectra recorded at Q band on sample 2 ([13,28] 

RNA duplex) and simulation illustrating the contributions of  the three hyperfine transitions 

mI = +1; 0; -1. Coloured lines illustrate pump- (red) and detect- (blue) pulse excitation profiles as 

sinc functions for low- (A) and high-power (B) setups. Bottom (A,B): Background corrected 

PELDOR/DEER traces (dots) and DEERanalysis fits (red traces) corresponding to setup using 

selective pulses and a frequency separation of  50 MHz (A) and broadband excitation using a 

frequency separation of  90 MHz (B). Insets show corresponding distance distributions. Arrow 

marks an artefact due to orientation selection. Artefacts that are sensitive to background subtraction 

are marked by asterisks.  

The assignment is proofed by the orientation selective experiments 

shown below. In contrast, the PELDOR/DEER trace recorded with 

broadband excitation does not exhibit orientation selection. The findings 

are supported by experiments and simulation of  orientation selective 

PELDOR/DEER traces (Figure 6-8 - Figure 6-11). For experiments 

performed with the low power amplifier (selective pulses), six different 
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spectral positions for pumping and detection were chosen (Figure 6-5, 

left). The experimental time traces displayed in Figure 6-5 show a clear 

dependence on the spectral positions for pumping and detection.  

      

Figure 6-5: Low-Power PELDOR Experiments Performed on Sample 2  

PELDOR/DEER experiments performed with selective pulses (low power microwave 

amplification). Due to orientation selection effects, the resulting time traces and corresponding distance 

distributions show dependence on the experimental setup. Left: Spectral positions of  the pump and 

detection pulses for selective excitation according to colour code. Right top: Experimental 

PELDOR/DEER traces and DEERanalysis fit and ∆ in per cent according to colour code. Right 

middle: Their Fourier transformations Right bottom: corresponding (artificial) distance distributions 

obtained with the program DEERanalysis on these traces.  
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The effect can be best identified in the Fourier transformations of  the 

traces, which show slightly distorted Pake patterns (Figure 6-5, right 

middle). It is important to note that the program DEERanalysis 

produces an artefact peak at lower distances, as it does not consider 

orientation selection. The intensity of  this artificial peak, arising from the 

dipolar frequency component ν∥, does show a clear dependence on the 

experimental setup. It is most pronounced when pumping and detection 

positions are set around the centre of  the EPR spectrum (Figure 6-5, 

blue), in this case the disproportionately large contribution of  ν∥ can be 

identified even in the time trace. Changing the pump and detection 

positions cannot diminish the effect. A similar study was performed, 

investigating the dependence of  the dipolar frequency extracted from 

PELDOR/DEER traces recorded with broadband excitation. Figure 6-6 

displays PELDOR/DEER traces recorded when pumping at the 

maximum of  the nitroxide’s EPR spectrum and detecting at 70-130 MHz 

lower microwave frequency. In this case no dependence of  the 

distribution of  the dipolar frequency is observed, as best seen by 

comparing the Fourier transformations of  the four traces (Figure 6-6, 

right middle). The distance distributions obtained from DEERanalysis fit 

of  the individual traces show no differences or artificial peaks (Figure 

6-6, right bottom). 
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Figure 6-6: High-Power PELDOR Experiments Performed on Sample 2  

PELDOR/DEER experiments performed with broadband excitation (low power microwave 

amplification). No orientation selection effects are observed. Left: Spectral positions of  the pump and 

detection pulses for selective excitation according to colour code.  Right top: Experimental 

PELDOR/DEER traces and DEERanalysis fit and ∆ in per cent according to colour code. Right 

middle: Their Fourier transformations Right bottom: corresponding distance distributions obtained 

with the program DEERanalysis on these traces.  
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Orientation selective simulations were conducted for four pairs of  CT 

conformations, corresponding to combinations of  the most populated 

conformations 1 and 2 at both label positions (Figure 6-7) with their 

associated distance (described in § 6.1.3). All four combinations 

([13/1, 28/1], [13/2, 28/2], [13/1, 28/2] and [13/2, 28/1]) generate a 

series of  time traces for the set of  experimental setups. 

 

 

Figure 6-7: Model of  Sample 2 with CT in Conformation 1 and 2 

Schematic structure of  the 34 base-pair RNA sample 2 (standard A-form) constructed with 

PyMOL. Labels are inserted in conformation 1 (red) and 2 (light cyan) with the dihedrals reported 

in Table iii.  

 

The traces simulated with the excitation bandwidth achieved with the 

3 W amplifier show considerable dependence of  the dipolar frequency 

on the chosen spectral positions (Figure 6-8, bottom) and the mutual 

orientation of  the labels.  
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Figure 6-8: Low-Power PELDOR Traces Simulated for Sample 2 

Simulated time traces for four different label pairs arising from the combinations of  the two most 

populated conformations 1 and 2 of  the label, using the experimental parameters of  Figure 6-5 and 

the distances corresponding to the label pair in the individual ideal A-form RNA. The four 

conformations are labelled [13/1, 28/1], [13/2, 28/2], [13/1, 28/2] and [13/2, 28/1]. Each 

individual conformation has a slightly different distance as indicated in the top of  the figures.  

The combination of  labels at position 13 and 28 in conformation 1 for 

example results in simulated time traces that show the largest 

contribution of  ν∥ when pumping and detecting at the high field side of  

the EPR line (Figure 6-8, right, violet trace). In contrast traces simulated 

with labels at both positions in conformation 2 will show the largest 

contribution of ν∥ when pumping and detecting in the centre of  the EPR 

spectrum (Figure 6-8, right, green and blue trace). If  simulations are 

conducted under broadband excitation conditions (high power), the 

dependence of  the dipolar frequency visible in the individual traces, is 

way less pronounced that in the low power simulation (Figure 6-9). 
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Figure 6-9: High-Power PELDOR Traces Simulated for Sample 2 

Simulated time traces for four different label pairs arising from the combinations of  the two most 

populated conformations 1 and 2 of  the label, using the experimental parameters of  Figure 6-6and 

the distances corresponding to the label pair in the individual ideal A-form RNA. The four 

conformations are labelled [13/1, 28/1], [13/2, 28/2], [13/1, 28/2] and [13/2, 28/1]. Each 

individual conformation has a slightly different distance as indicated in the top of  the figures.  

For comparison with the experimental PELDOR/DEER traces of  all 

four pairs were summed up for each spectral positions, to account for a 

possible conformational distribution. The results for the case of  selective 

pulses (low power) are summarized in Figure 6-10. Both, the 

experimental time traces and the summed simulated time traces result 

show clear dependence on the spectral positions for pumping and 

detection. The Fourier transformations of  the traces show slightly 

distorted dipolar Pake patterns, distinguished for every experimental 

setup (Figure 6-10, middle). Overall the predicted orientation selection is 

in very good qualitative agreement with the shape of  the traces. 

However, the high field trace (violet) seems to overestimate the 

contribution of  ν∥ if  the four simulations are summed with equal 
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probability. Qualitatively the experimental traces are better reproduced 

by conformation [13/2, 28/2], suggesting that this conformation is more 

populated. A further improvement in the simulation of  the orientation 

selectivity would require a more detailed analysis of  the individual 

contributions and more precise orientation selection at higher frequency, 

which goes beyond the scope of  this work. 

 

Figure 6-10: Low-Power PELDOR Traces on Sample 2: Simulation vs. Experiments 

Left (top to bottom): Experimental PELDOR/DEER traces, their Fourier transformations 

(Pake patterns) and corresponding (artificial) distance distributions obtained with the program 

DEERanalysis on these traces. Centre (top to bottom): Sum of  simulated time traces of  the four 

label pairs, their Fourier transformations (Pake patterns) and artificial distance distributions from 

DEERanalysis. Right (top to bottom): Comparison with simulated time traces for the pair having 

both labels in conformation 2, their Fourier transformations (Pake patterns) and artificial distance 

distributions obtained with DEERanalysis. 

The same comparison is shown for broadband excitation (Figure 6-11).  
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Figure 6-11: High-Power PELDOR Traces on Sample 2: Simulation vs. Experiments 

Left: experimental PELDOR/DEER traces, their Fourier transformations (Pake patterns) and 

corresponding distance distributions obtained with the program DEERanalysis on these traces. 

Right: Sum of  the simulated time traces of  the four label pair conformations, their Fourier 

transformations (Pake patterns) and corresponding distance distributions from DEERanalysis. 

The grey coloured line displays a simulation with full excitation of  the nitroxide’s EPR spectrum 

for comparison, but no differences are observed. The results best illustrate the effective suppression 

of  orientation selective effects with broadband excitation 

If  the traces of  the four pairs are summed, no dependence of  the 

dipolar frequency is observed, which is in agreement with the 

experimental results. A comparison of  the traces simulated for the 

experimental setup (excitation bandwidth and spectral positions) with a 

simulation with full excitation (grey line, Figure 6-11) does evidence that 

there is no residue orientation selection. In this case, also the program 

DEERanalysis well reproduces the dipolar oscillation with only one 
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frequency contribution and results in a narrow (Δr = ± 0.2 nm) 

distribution width. Also on three other samples with spin labels at other 

positions in the sequence, no dependence of  the dipolar frequency on 

the experimental setup could be observed under broadband excitation 

conditions (Figure 6-12).  

 

Figure 6-12: High-Power PELDOR on Samples 1-4 

A: Experimental echo detected field-sweeps (black line) with spectral position for pumping at the 

maximum of  the EPR spectrum and detecting 70-150 MHz lower in frequency (higher field 

value). Excitation bandwidths are according to pulse lengths of  12 ns for pumping and 24 ns for 

detection. B-C: Background-corrected high-power Q-band PELDOR/DEER traces recorded on 

RNA samples 1, 3, and 5 and their corresponding Pake patterns from Fourier transformation. 
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The results proof  that orientation selection arising from CT’s restricted 

mobility are supressed if  broadband excitation (high microwave power) 

is applied. 

6.2.2 Long-Range Distance Measurements  

To inspect the capability of  the Q-band PELDOR/DEER experiments 

on CT labelled RNA for a wide range of  distances, experiments were 

performed on the eight samples introduced in Table i. To supress 

orientation selection artefacts all traces were recorded under broadband 

excitation. The resulting time traces and distance distributions obtained 

from the analysis are summarized in Figure 6-13. The trace recorded on 

sample 1 with the label positions 6 and 16 (base-pair separation 

Δbp = 10) shows a considerable enhancement in signal-to-noise ratio 

(≥ 10) when compared to an earlier X-band PELDOR/DEER study on 

a 20 bp duplex CT labelled at the same position.115 This increase in 

sensitivity is expected from the frequency dependence of  

PELDOR/DEER performance if  experimental conditions are 

comparable (§ 4.1).146 According to the analysis, a single Gaussian peak 

now replaces the asymmetry of  the distance distribution extracted from 

the X-band experiments. Artefact peaks arising from ESEEM effects 

disappear. However, the distance and its distribution observed in the X-

band study are reproduced (r = 3.1 nm Δr = ± 0.2 nm, Δr defined as 

half  width at half  height). The samples 2 and 3 carry the nitroxides at 

cytosine positions separated by 15 base pairs, but the CT nucleotides 

reside in a different sequence environment (i.e. CT is flanked by different 

nucleotides).  
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Figure 6-13: Experimental PELDOR Traces and Distance Distributions of  CT-
Labelled RNA 

Background corrected PELDOR/DEER traces recorded at Q band with broadband excitation 

(dots) of  the 34 bp RNA duplex and hairpin, samples 1-8, DEERanalysis fits (red lines) and 

distance distributions in the inset. Experimental conditions: samples 1-6: Δν = 90 MHz, 

t(π, pump) = 12 ns, t(π, detect) = 24 ns; sample 7: Δν = 90 MHz, t(π, pump) = 16 ns, 

t(π, detect) = 24 ns. sample 8: Δν = -90 MHz, t(π, pump) = 26 ns t(π, detect) = 16 ns. Time 

traces are shown with normalized intensity and modulation depth. Modulation depths were between 

20 and 30 % for samples 1-7 and 10 % for sample 8. Upper inset: Structure of  the 34 bp RNA 

duplex (standard A-form) CT labelled at positions 3 and 31 (sample 8) generated with PyMOL. 

The structure illustrates the orientation of  the CT labels towards the inside of  the duplex. Labels 

were inserted with dihedral angles of  ф1 = 77° (C4, N7, C8, C9) and ф2 = 11° (C5, C4, N7, 

C8), (conformation 2, Figure 6-3).   

For both samples the experimental traces showed a clear oscillation 

resulting in a narrow, single, one-peak inter spin distance of  4.3 nm (Δr 
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= 0.2 nm).Also distances on the order of  5 nm gave rise to sharp 

oscillations in the time traces recorded on samples 4 and 5, which are 

labelled at cytosines being 18 base pairs apart. The obtained distance 

distribution is again very sharp, though slightly increasing to 

Δr = ± 0.3 nm. A 1.9 Å difference in the peak distance between the two 

samples is resolved in the dipolar oscillation frequency due to the fact 

that distributions are still narrow at this length scale. To confirm the 

analysis longer representative traces were recorded on sample 2 and 5 

(Figure 6-14). The distances and distributions were confirmed giving 

confidence that the trace length chosen for the PELDOR/DEER 

experiments displayed in Figure 6-13 is sufficient for data analysis. 

 

Figure 6-14: PELDOR Traces with Longer Evolution Time for Sample 2 and 5 

Time traces with a longer evolution time T of  7 and 13 µs were recorded for samples 2 and 5 to 

evaluate the uncertainty in the distance distribution. A second order polynomial fitted to about the 

last 50 % of  the traces was chosen for background correction (left). The distance distributions 

(right) obtained from DEERanalysis fit (middle) did not show any difference in r when 

compared to experiments recorded with an evolution time covering 2.5 oscillations (Figure 6-13). 

The signal-to-noise however is decreased due to the larger acquisition window. Asterisks in the 

distance distribution (right) denote additional frequency components that likely arise from aggregates 

(compare Figure 6-16). 

Owing the low dipolar frequency only one and a half  full modulation 

periods could be recorded on samples 6-8. Fitting of  the traces resulted 
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in clear main peaks. However the error in the peak distance increases to 

approximately ± 0.1 nm due to uncertainties in the background 

correction as illustrated in § 6.2.3. The uncertainty also affects the 

determination of  the distance distribution, which is now given as 

Δr ≤ ± 0.5 nm. Table iv summarizes the observed distances and 

distributions. The experimental distances show a very good agreement 

with the distances between the two spin labels (average between O-O, N-

N, O-N and N-O distances) that were extracted from a simple molecular 

model of  the ideal A-form RNA.195  

Table iv 
Experimental distances and distributions compared to estimated distances from a standard A-form 

RNA. The experimental error in the peak distance is much less than the distribution Δr and is 
estimated up to  ± 0.1 nm (§ 6.2.3). Estimated distances are average of  O-O, N-N, O-N and N-
O distances. *Hairpin distance was extracted from a model that contained only the double-stranded 
helix part of  the hairpin, without the loop. 

 

sample bp distance [nm] 

   PELDOR Model A-form RNA 

   r  r r 

1 [6,16]duplex 10 3.07 0.2 2.82 

2 [13,28]duplex 15 4.34 0.2 4.28 

3 [16,31]duplex 15 4.32 0.2 4.28 

4 [6,28]hairpin 18 5.14 0.3 5.11* 

5 [6,24]duplex 18 5.33 0.3 5.11 

6 [6,28]duplex 22 6.32 0.4 6.19 

7 [6,31]duplex 25 7.3 0.4 7.06 

8 [3,31]duplex 28 8.1 0.5 7.91 

Figure 6-15 shows a plot of  the experimental inter-spin distances against 

the corresponding base-pair separation Δbp. The linear dependence 

(R2= 0.998) extracted from this plot has a slope corresponding to a rise 
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of  0.28 nm per bp step, which is in excellent agreement with the 

crystallographic value for A-RNA.196 

 

Figure 6-15: Experimental Distances vs. Base-Pair Separation 

Plot of  experimental distances vs. base-pair separation between labelled cytosines in the RNA 
duplexes 1-8. Error bars indicate uncertainty in the peak distance (see § 6.2.3). A linear fit 
(correlation coefficient R2 = 0.998) reveals a rise of  0.28 nm for the experimental distance per 
base-pair step. The small value of  0.14 nm is found for an intercept, but it is unknown whether 
this value is significant as it is close to the estimated distance uncertainty.  

Time traces recorded on samples 6-8 displayed frequency contributions 

of  short distances. The magnitude of  this contribution was 

concentration dependent pointing to aggregates. Figure 6-16 (top) shows 

PELDOR/DEER experiments performed on samples of  higher duplex 

concentration (100 μM), where the effect is visible as oscillations at short 

time points (marked by an arrow). Analysis of  the trace recorded on 

sample 6 reveals a corresponding distance of  approximately 3.5 nm for 

the high frequency component. According to the spectroscopic ruler 
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obtained in Figure 6-15 this distance is consistent with a base-pair 

separation of  12. For sample 6 this is in perfect agreement with an end-

to-end stacking of  the helices as shown in Figure 6-16 (bottom). This 

explains why the artefact is preferably observed when the labels are 

inserted at nucleotides close to the end of  the sequence, as the 

intermolecular distance becomes shorter and better visible in this case. 

 

Figure 6-16: PELDOR Traces of  Samples 6 - 8 at Duplex Concentrations of  100 μM. 

Top: Traces recorded on samples with high duplex concentration display an additional high frequency 

component, which is specifically strong in sample 6. Analysis of  PELDOR/DEER trace of  

sample 6 results in a second distance at around 3.5 nm. Extraction of  the Δbp from the linear 

relation derived in Figure 6-15 leads to a base-pair separation of  about 12. Bottom: This base-pair 

separation is consistent with an end-to-end aggregate, in which the two duplexes add to form a longer 

one, as shown in the picture.  

6.2.3 Error Estimation - Effect of Trace Length and Background 

Subtraction 

Uncertainties in the background correction are one contributor to errors 

in the determination of  the main distance and its distribution. To 
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estimate the influence of  the background model and the way it is fitted 

to the experimental traces on the analysis of  the PELDOR/DEER 

experiments on the CT labelled RNA, several background corrections 

have been performed; e. g. the use of  a mono-exponential decay vs. a 

second order polynomial as model, and fitting to the last 50 % vs. to 

more than 50 % of  the experimental time trace. The four background 

corrections are shown in Figure 6-17, A to Figure 6-20, A, with the 

Fourier transformations of  the corrected traces as inset. A reasonable 

background subtraction should result (after Fourier transformation of  

the corrected time trace) in a Pake pattern showing little distortions 

around zero frequency. α-values where chosen by the L-curve criterion as 

described in § 2.2.3, ensuring maximum smoothness with minimum 

r.m.s.d. between experimental and simulated time trace. To illustrate the 

effect of  the α-values Figure 6-17, B to Figure 6-20, B display the 

resulting fits and distributions corresponding to values around the corner 

of  the L-curve. The analysis was performed for four representative 

traces: 

1) Experimental time trace for which the oscillation has decayed to zero  

(sample 1, Figure 6-17);  

2) Experimental time trace with 2.5 oscillation periods  

(sample 3, Figure 6-18);  

3) Experimental time trace with only 1.5 oscillation periods and large S/N  

(sample 6, Figure 6-19) 

4) Experimental time trace with only 1.5 oscillation periods and weaker S/N  

(sample 7, Figure 6-20) 
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Analysis of  time traces corresponding to case 1 and 2 (sample 1 and 3) 

show little variation of  the peak distance (≤ 0.02 nm, standard deviation 

σ  ± 0.01) as a function of  the background subtraction (Figure 6-17 

and Figure 6-18, C). This is less than the statistical error when repeating 

the experiment.  

 

Figure 6-17: Effect of  Background Subtraction on the Analysis of  Traces Recorded on 
Sample 1. 

TOP: Row experimental time traces and background for subtraction fitted with 4 different 

approaches. A mono-exponential decay was fitted to the last 50 % of  the row data (ME 01) or to 

more than 50 % (ME 02). The same comparison is performed for a second order polynomial 

background (2P 01 and 2P 02). Insets show Fourier transformations of  the background corrected 

traces. Bottom left: Background corrected time traces according to colour code, DEERanalysis fits 

and resulting distance distributions for three different α-values. Bottom right: Table and plots 

illustrating the dependence of  the peak distance and its distribution on the chosen background 

correction. 
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Traces corresponding to case 1 or 2 (samples 1-5) displayed in Figure 

6-13 were corrected using a second order polynomial fitted to 

approximately 50 % of  the time trace, labelled 2P 01 in Figure 6-17 to 

Figure 6-20. 

 

Figure 6-18: Effect of  Background Subtraction on the Analysis of  Traces Recorded on 
Sample 3. 

TOP: Row experimental time traces and background for subtraction fitted with 4 different 

approaches. A mono-exponential decay was fitted to the last 50 % of  the row data (ME 01) or to 

more than 50 % (ME 02). The same comparison is performed for a second order polynomial 

background (2P 01 and 2P 02). Insets show Fourier transformations of  the background corrected 

traces. Bottom left: Background corrected time traces according to colour code, DEERanalysis fits 

and resulting distance distributions for three different α-values. Bottom right: Table and plots 

illustrating the dependence of  the peak distance and its distribution on the chosen background 

correction. 
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If  the analysis is performed on traces corresponding to case 3 and 4 

(only 1.5 full modulation periods are recorded) the peak distance varies 

up to 0.12 nm (σ ± 0.06) with the chosen background subtraction.  

 

Figure 6-19: Effect of  Background Subtraction on the Analysis of  Traces Recorded on 
Sample 6. 

TOP: Row experimental time traces and background for subtraction fitted with 4 different 

approaches. A mono-exponential decay was fitted to the last 50 % of  the row data (ME 01) or to 

more than 50 % (ME 02). The same comparison is performed for a second order polynomial 

background (2P 01 and 2P 02). Insets show Fourier transformations of  the background corrected 

traces. Bottom left: Background corrected time traces according to colour code, DEERanalysis fits 

and resulting distance distributions for three different α-values. Bottom right: Table and plots 

illustrating the dependence of  the peak distance and its distribution on the chosen background 

correction. 
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In this case the background model labelled 2P 02 (second order 

polynomial fitted to more than 50 % of  the experimental time trace) 

resulted in a Pake pattern with least distortions and was therefore chosen 

for analysis of  experiments on samples 6-8 as given in Figure 6-13.  

 

Figure 6-20: Effect of  Background Subtraction on the Analysis of  Traces Recorded on 
Sample 7. 

TOP: Row experimental time traces and background for subtraction fitted with 4 different 

approaches. A mono-exponential decay was fitted to the last 50 % of  the row data (ME 01) or to 

more than 50 % (ME 02). The same comparison is performed for a second order polynomial 

background (2P 01 and 2P 02). Insets show Fourier transformations of  the background corrected 

traces. Bottom left: Background corrected time traces according to colour code, DEERanalysis fits 

and resulting distance distributions for three different α-values. Bottom right: Table and plots 

illustrating the dependence of  the peak distance and its distribution on the chosen background 

correction. 
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To determine the distance distribution the largest r was chosen as 

upper limit in case 3 (sample 6, Figure 6-19). Inspection of  Figure 

6-20, C reveals that the width of  the distribution for case 4 (sample 7) 

strongly depends on the background correction, which is mainly caused 

by the artefacts marked by the asterisk in the distribution. As only the 

second order polynomial 2P 02 resulted in a reasonable Pake pattern, r 

was extracted from this analysis. 

In summary, the uncertainty of  the peak distance was mainly owed to the 

statistical error arising from three different sets of  experiments if  2.5 

oscillations are recorded to be approximately ± 0.05 nm (sample 1-5). 

The estimated error increases up to ± 0.1 nm if  only 1.5 oscillations are 

recorded (sample 6-8). The uncertainty from the background correction 

in the peak distance is found less than the statistical error arising from 

the sample triplicates. 

Table v 

Main distance r ± estimated error and distance distributions Δr obtained by the analysis shown 
above. 

Case  Sample r  [nm] r [nm] 

1 2.5 oscillations 1 3.07 ± 0.05 0.23 

2 2.5 oscillations 3 4.32 ± 0.05 0.25 

3 1.5 oscillations 6 6.24 ± 0.10 0.38 

4 1.5 oscillations 7 7.3± 0.10 0.51 
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6.3 Discussion of  PELDOR Experiments on CT-labelled 
RNA 

The fact that PELDOR/DEER traces recorded at Q-band frequency 

with selective pulses exhibit weak orientation selection effects as 

reported in (§ 6.2.1) is symptomatic for the CT labels restricted 

conformational freedom in the RNA duplex structure. The restriction is 

owed to the zero-length linker to the nucleobase and the tight 

accommodation in the major groove. The use of  broadband excitation 

can eliminate orientation selection in the experiments allowing extracting 

reliable distance distributions. The restriction of  the label proves to be a 

significant advantage in this case, as it entails narrow distance 

distributions, which is preferable particular for the measurement of  

longer distances, as demonstrated in § 6.2.2. Another favourable 

property of  the CT label is its position in the major groove with the NO 

group being located very close to the symmetry axis of  the RNA duplex  

as shown in Figure 6-21. As a result the striking 

correlation between experimental inter spin 

distances and the length increment per base pair 

step could be observed (Figure 6-15), and the 

obtained relationship can be used as a ruler to 

directly convert experimental distances 

measured in RNA duplex structures into base-

pair separation, dispensing the requirement of  

molecular modelling. Narrow distributions 

observed in the PELDOR/DEER experiments 

on the RNA samples are in agreement with 

previous results. Piton et al. performed distance 

 

 

 

Figure 6-21: Model of  
CT-Labelled RNA, Top 

View 

Pymol model of  A-form 

RNA labelled at position 3 

and 31 illustrating the 

positioning of  the NO group 

close to symmetry axis of  the 

duplex.  
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measurements on RNA duplexes using the rigid TPA label and observed 

distances up to 4 nm with distributions also varying between about 

Δr = ± 0.1 and ± 0.4 nm, however dependent on the label 

environment.114 In contrast the results presented in § 6.2.2 indicate that 

the differences in stacking interactions caused by upstream or 

downstream nucleotides do not have a significant influence on the 

conformational preference of  the nitroxide to sit in the major groove of  

the duplex, in the case of  CT. The advantage of  model-free 

interpretation of  experimental distances when using the CT label is 

particularly apparent when comparing to distance measurements 

performed on RNA labelled with flexible nitroxides. PELDOR/DEER 

studies using the popular nucleic acid label R5 are reported to result in 

more complex distance.99 The obtained dipolar frequencies could only be 

interpreted after identification of  accessible conformations of  R5, by 

molecular modelling taking into account possible clashes with the RNA 

backbone.102 The spin label attached to 4-thiouridine, where the linker 

consists of  five rotatable bonds and Watson-Crick base-pairing is not 

preserved, will result in a similar afford.107, 160 Though the increase of  

distance distributions with increasing base pair separation between the 

labels is reflective of  the dynamics of  the duplex, the overall quite 

narrow distributions determined for distances up to 8 nm as reported in 

Table iv are not necessarily expected for experiments on nucleic acid 

duplexes. Previous PELDOR/DEER experiments on B-DNA carrying 

rigid labels positioned of  the helix axis showed distributions of  

Δr = ± 0.4 nm for distances of  4 nm already. According to SAXS data 

even more pronounced distributions for increasing end-to-end distances 

can be caused by cooperative DNA stretching.197 To understand the 

narrow distributions obtained for CT labelled RNA, Deniz Sezer 
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conducted MD simulations for the RNA sequence.194 The simulations 

were carried out for two RNA duplexes, one carrying CT at position 

6, 16 and 28 (Figure 6-22, A), the second one at positions 6, 16 and 31 

(Figure 6-22, B). Starting structure was constructed from an ideal 

A-form RNA duplex with the CT label attached in conformation 2 

(Table iii). Figure 6-22 shows histograms of  the inter-spin distances 

extracted from the simulations.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-22: MD Simulations 

Figure and caption are taken from reference194 

Structural ensembles and histograms of  the 

inter-spin distances from the MD simulations 

of  RNA helices labelled at positions (a) 6-

16-28 and (b) 6-16-31. Structures and 

histograms from the first 17 ns are shown in 

black; those from the last 17 ns are in grey or 

in colour. The N and O atoms of  the 

TEMPO moiety are shown with purple (first 

17 ns) and pink (last 17 ns) balls. The 

reported average distances and their standard 

deviations (in nm) are calculated from the 

entire 34 ns simulations. 

The width of  the distance distributions extracted from the MD 

simulation show very good agreement with the ones obtained in the 

PELDOR/DEER experiment. The first question that was answered by 
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the MD simulations is the dynamic of  the CT label itself. Although the 

two rotatable bonds in general enable the occupation of  a relatively large 

conformation space, half  of  this space is eliminated for sterical reasons, 

due to Watson-Crick base-pairing (Figure 6-3). During the MD-

simulation, when the label is inserted in the RNA duplex, it is observed 

to only populate conformation 1 and 2, which lead to very similar 

position of  the NO moiety. Restricted simulations, in which the RNA 

duplex itself  was fixed, allowed estimating that the internal 

conformational freedom of  the spin label to account for at most 

0.15 nm of  the width of  the inter-spin distance distribution. In 

conclusion the small conformational contribution of  the label to the 

observed distance distributions allows resolving subtle conformational 

dynamics of  the RNA and the widths observed in the experiment should 

report on global RNA distortions. The overall narrow widths 

(Δr < 0.5 nm) obtained in the distance measurements and the structural 

ensembles observed in the MD simulations suggest very small average 

deviations of  the duplex from the ideal A-form structure. The results are 

supported by μs-long MD simulations reporting moderately small 

fluctuations of  a RNA helix around the A-form.198 The fluctuations are 

certainly smaller the ones reported for B-DNA. As MD simulations are 

performed at 300 K it can be concluded that the narrow distance 

distributions observed in PELDOR/DEER experiment are not an 

artefact of  the frozen solution but reflect an intrinsic property of  RNA 

helices. 
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7. Chapter 

PELDOR on TOPP-labelled Transmembrane 

Peptides 

– Distance Measurements in Lipid Bilayers 

This chapter will present the research performed on TOPP-labelled 

WALP24. The results presented here were published in biophysical 

journal.199 Some figures are adapted from this manuscript. 

7.1 Materials and Methods 

Figure 7-1 displays the sequence of  WALP24 as employed in this study. 

X denotes the positions at which the spin labels TOPP or MTSSL have 

been inserted. Samples were received dissolved in methanol, from Janine 

Wegner from the research group of  Professor Diederichsen. (Georg 

August University, Göttingen) 

 

Figure 7-1: Spin Labelled WALP24. 

Top: Peptide sequence of  WALP24 showing the positions (X), at which the spin labels have been 

inserted. Bottom: Chemical structure of  the two spin labels MTSSL and TOPP. Red Arrows 

indicate rotatable bonds. 
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7.1.1 Preparation of EPR samples 

Determination of  Labelling Efficiency 

Labelling efficiency of  WALP24-MTSSL samples was determined via 

room temperature cw EPR spectroscopy at X-band frequencies, in a 

Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer equipped with the Bruker super-high 

Q resonator ER4122SHQE. A sample volume of  20 µL was filled into 

glass capillaries of  1 mm inner diameter (2 mm outer diameter). Spin 

concentrations were calculated with a calibration curve recorded with 4-

hydroxy-TEMPO at concentrations between 5 and 100 µM, from the 

double integral of  the cw-EPR spectra. Comparison of  the calculated 

spin concentration with the nominal WALP24-MTSSL concentration, 

determined by UV absorbance of  the tryptophans, revealed labelling 

efficiencies around 80-90 % for different batches. The determination of  

WALP24-TOPP’s peptide concentration is compromised as TOPP’s 

absorption spectrum in the peptide is potentially overlapping with the 

tryptophans’ absorption. Therefore the labelling efficiency was estimated 

by comparing the modulation depths achieved in PELDOR/DEER 

experiments on WALP24-MTSSL and WALP24-TOPP in methanol that 

were performed under the same experimental conditions. DEERanalysis 

does offer a tool for calibration of  experimental modulation depths to a 

known labelling efficiency using the relation between the average number 

of  spins per molecule n (n = 2 = 100 % labelling efficiency), the 

modulation depth parameter λ and the total modulation depth : 

 = 1 – [λ(n - 1)].64 Table vi displays the estimated labelling efficiency 

assuming 80-100 % labelling efficiency for WALP24-MTSSL. 
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Table vi 
Estimation of  WALP24-TOPP’s labelling efficiency. 

  

Labelling efficiency WALP24-

MTSSL 

Determination via cw-EPR 

(Δ = 28 %) 

Labelling efficiency WALP24-

TOPP 

Estimation from Δ 

(Δ = 16.5 %) 

100 % (2 spins) 77.5 % (1.55 spins) 

80 % (1.6 spins) 66.5 % (1.33 spins) 

The comparison of  the modulation depths Δ observed in the 

PELDOR/DEER experiments on WALP24 in MeOH, indicates a 

labelling efficiency of  65-75 % for WALP24-TOPP. It is important to 

note, that this is estimation, as no modulation depth calibration for 

samples of  varying labelling efficiency was performed. 

EPR Sample Preparation 

For distance measurements in solution WALP-TOPP and WALP-

MTSSL were dissolved in methanol containing 20% glycerol yielding a 

spin concentration of  40 µM. EPR samples of  WALP24-TOPP and 

WALP24-MTSSL in multilamellar vesicles (MLV) of  deuterated 

phospholipids were prepared by combining stock solutions of  the 

deuterated phospholipid (Avanti) in chloroform and the peptide in 

methanol, yielding a spin concentration of  40 µM in the final sample 

volume and a spin-to-phospholipid molar ratio of  1-to-3000. Solvents 

were removed under nitrogen gas stream followed by 3-4 h vacuum 

drying. Next the peptide-lipid film was suspended in tris-HCl buffer 

(20 mM, pH = 7.4) and the resulting suspension was blended on a vortex 

mixer for 2 minutes above the lipids transition temperature. Three 
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freeze-thaw cycles with vortex mixing steps between each cycle were 

employed to increase the homogeneity of  the vesicles. Samples were 

incubated for 30 min above the lipids main transition temperature. 50 µL 

were mounted into an EPR tube (3 mm outer diameter, 2 mm inner 

diameter) and rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples of  varying 

peptide-to-lipid ratio of  WALP24-MTSSL in DMPC MLVs were 

prepared by combining stock solutions of  the peptide in methanol and 

the phospholipid (Avanti) in dichloromethane, yielding a peptide 

concentration of  30 µM in the final sample volume and the desired 

peptide-to-phospholipid molar ratio. Following the protocol described 

above tris-HCl buffer (20 mM, pH = 7.4) was added to the peptide lipid 

film and the resulting suspension was mixed on a vortex mixer for 2 

minutes above DMPC’s transition temperature. After incubation 15 µL 

were transferred into an EPR tube (1 mm inner diameter) and rapidly 

frozen in liquid nitrogen. 15 µL WALP-MTSSL in methanol containing 

20 % glycerol in an EPR tube (1 mm inner diameter) were prepared for 

comparison. 

7.1.2 PELDOR/DEER Experiments 

Employing EPR tubes of  3 mm outer diameter required the use of  the 

Bruker ER5107QT-II resonator. The frequency at the dip centre was 

chosen for pumping at the maximum of  the nitroxide’s EPR spectrum 

giving a -pulse length of  16-18 ns. Detection frequency was set 90 MHz 

lower with a -pulse length of  26-28 ns. The time delay τ between the 

first two pulses in the sequence was set to 400 ns and the dipolar 

evolution time T (spacing between second and third detection pulses) 

was set to 1.9 µs. As the last 100 ns – 400 ns of  the traces usually 
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contained artefacts they were not considered in data analysis. Acquisition 

times were typically on the order 10 to 15 h. As PELDOR/DEER 

experiments on samples of  varying WALP24-MTSSL-to-DMPC ratios 

were conducted with smaller sample volumes (EPR tubes of  1.5 mm 

outer diameter), the EN5107D2 Bruker resonator was employed for 

these experiments. In this case the typical π pulse length was 12 ns at the 

dip centre and 24 ns when the frequency is shifted by 90 MHz. The 

pumping frequency was set in the resonator dip centre and at the 

maximum of  the nitroxide’s EPR spectrum, while detection frequency 

was chosen 90 MHz lower. The time delay τ between the first two pulses 

in the sequence was set to 300 ns and the dipolar evolution time T 

(spacing between second and third detection pulses) was set to 1.4 µs. 

For the sample having a ratio of  1-to-250 T had to be shortened to 

0.6 µs due to a strongly shortened Tm. The last 200 ns of  the traces 

usually contained artefacts and were not considered in data analysis. 

Acquisition times were on the order 20 h. Data analysis was performed 

after dipolar traces were background corrected using either a mono-

exponential or a second-order polynomial function. Distance 

distributions were obtained with the program DEERanalysis, using a 

fitting procedure based on Tikhonov regularization and the L-curve 

criterion. 

7.1.3 Construction of Molecular Model of TOPP and MTSSL-

labelled WALP24 

Energy minimization of  the peptide structure was performed using the 

PEP-FOLD webserver.195 For the WALP-MTTSL case the peptide 

sequence for minimization contained a cysteine at the respective label 
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positions at which rotamers of  MTSSL calculated using MMM were 

attached subsequently.119 For modelling WALP24-TOPP, an optimized 

WALP24 peptide structure containing a tyrosine at the label positions 

was computed, to account for possible aromatic π-interaction by the 

TOPP label. In the geometry optimized structure the tyrosine was 

subsequently replaced by TOPP, with the TOPP structure as minimized 

earlier.142  

7.1.4 Experiments and Simulation of Orientation Selective 

PELDOR on WALP24-TOPP 

PELDOR experiments were performed employing small sample 

volumes (EPR tubes of  1.5 mm outer diameter) and the EN5107D2 

Bruker resonator. The spectral positions for pumping were chosen either 

at the maximum of  TOPP’s EPR spectrum or 10 G lower in field giving 

the two series of  experiments 1 and 2 (§ 7.2.1). Frequency separation 

was varied between 90 and 130 MHz for both series. Simulations were 

conducted using a home written program that takes into account 

orientation selection in PELDOR/DEER experiments.59, 62 Simulations 

considered experimental parameters (pulse lengths, frequency separation, 

EPR detection frequency, nitroxide EPR parameters). A- and g-tensor, 

which are required for simulating orientation selection were derived in an 

earlier study.62 Euler angles where calculated from relative orientation of  

the two TOPP labels as extracted from the minimized WALP24-TOPP 

structure. Dipolar frequency for the simulation was obtained from the 

PELDOR/DEER experiments in methanol (§ 7.1.3). The rotational 

freedom of  the TOPP label around its two single bonds, Φ1 and Φ2 

(defined in Figure 7-2), was taken into account by rotating around the x-
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axis of  the g- and A-tensor which is parallel to the respective single 

bonds (Figure 7-2). Simulations were conducted with and without 

rotation (± 25° vs. ± 0°) for Φ1 +Φ2 to average orientation selection (as 

observed in an earlier study62). 

 

Figure 7-2: Model of  WALP24-TOPP for Simulation. 

Left: Chemical structure of  the TOPP label and orientation of  the magnetic g- and A-tensor (red), which 
are collinear in the nitroxide radical and principal axis values of  g- and A-tensor as published in 62 . 
Molecular Model of  WALP24-TOPP with the TOPP label at position 5 (label 2) and position 20 (label 
1) rotated ±25° around one of  the single bonds illustrating the rotation around the g-tensors x-axis. 

Methyl-groups and oxygen of  the TOPP label are hidden for simplicity.  

 

7.2 Results on TOPP and MTSSL-labelled WALP24 

This section will display the results of  PELDOR experiments on 

WALP24 in methanol solution and lipid environment. 

7.2.1 Examination of Orientation Selection 

To examine whether Q-band distance measurements performed on the 

quasi-rigid TOPP label are affected by orientation selection, 
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PELDOR/DEER experiments with changing resonance positions were 

performed. All experiments were performed under broadband excitation 

conditions. Figure 7-3 displays PELDOR/DEER traces recorded with 

pumping at the maximum of  TOPP’s EPR spectrum and detecting at 

70-130 MHz lower frequency (higher field values).  

 

Figure 7-3: Orientation Selection Experiment WALP24-TOPP Series 1 

A: Experimental setup series 1: experimental ESE (black line), and pulses according to the 

experimental setup (coloured) with the pump pulse applied at the maximum of  the EPR 

spectrum. Frequency separation between pump and detection was varied from 70 MHz to 

130 MHz. Pulse lengths were 12 and 18-28 ns for pumping and detection, respectively. B: 

DEERanalysis fits (left, coloured lines) of  the experimental time traces (left, black lines), their 

Fourier transformations (middle) and corresponding distance distributions (right). Experimental 

time traces and distance distributions show no dependence on the experimental setup.  

A set of  experiments with the resonance position of  the frequency for 

pumping set to a field value 10 G below the maximum of  the EPR line 

and detection set 70-130 MHz lower is shown in Figure 7-4. The traces 
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and their Fourier transformations do not reflect a dependence of  the 

dipolar frequency on the experimental setup, demonstrating the absence 

of  orientation selection with high-power hard pulses. 

 

 

Figure 7-4: Orientation Selection Experiment WALP24-TOPP Series 2 

A: Experimental setup series 2: experimental ESE (black line), and pulses according to the 

experimental setup (coloured) with the pump pulse applied 10 G below the maximum of  the 

EPR spectrum. Frequency separation between pump and detection was varied from 70 to 

130 MHz. Pulse lengths were 12 and 18-28 ns for pumping and detection, respectively. B: 

DEERanalysis fits (left, coloured lines) of  the experimental time traces (left, black lines), their 

Fourier transformations (middle) and corresponding distance distributions (right). Experimental 

time traces and distance distributions show no dependence on the experimental setup.  

The experimental findings are supported by simulation of  orientation 

selective PELDOR/DEER traces for the experimental conditions as 

described in § 7.1.4. To account for a possible rotation of  the label 

around its two single bonds simulation was performed with a libration of  
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the g- and A-tensor around its x-axis, which is parallel to the NO-axis of  

the molecule. Results of  the simulations conducted for series 1 (pumping 

at the maximum of  the EPR spectrum) are summarized in Figure 7-5.  

 

Figure 7-5: Orientation Selective PELDOR Series 1 Simulation vs. Experiment 

Orientation selective experiments and simulations for pumping at the maximum of  TOPP’s EPR 

spectrum and frequency separation of  70 to 130 MHz as displayed in Figure 7-3, A Top: 

experimental (left) and simulated time traces (for rotation around the x-axis of  0° (middle) and 

±25° (right)) for the four setups of  series 1. Bottom: Time traces and corresponding Fourier 

transformations (inset). 

When comparing the time traces corresponding to the four setups 

(illustrated Figure 7-3, A) simulated without rotation around the two 

bonds, only the setup with 130 MHz frequency separation (Figure 7-5 

middle, violet line) displays a noticeable deviation in the distribution of  

the dipolar frequency. However, this effect vanishes upon averaging over 

a rotation of  ±25° around the NO-axis. Figure 7-6 shows the 
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simulations performed with the experimental conditions of  series 2 

(Figure 7-4, A) compared to the experiment. In this case, the simulated 

time traces do not display a distinguishable difference between the two 

cases of  averaging over ±25° vs. 0°. 

 

Figure 7-6: Orientation Selection Simulation WALP24-TOPP Series 2 

Orientation selective experiments and simulations for pumping 10 G below the maximum of  

TOPP’s EPR spectrum and frequency separation of  70 to 130 MHz as displayed in Figure 

7-4, A. Top: experimental (left) and simulated time traces (for rotation around the x-axis of  0° 

(middle) and ±25° (right)) for the four setups of  series 1. Bottom: Time traces and corresponding 

Fourier transformations (inset). 

This subtle difference between the two setups of  pumping at the 

maximum of  the EPR spectrum vs. pumping at 10 G lower field 

observed in the simulation are not resolved in the experiment as shown 

in Figure 7-7. While the trace obtained from orientation selective 

simulation with pumping 10 G below the maximum of  the EPR 
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spectrum (grey line) perfectly represents the trace simulated with full 

excitation of  the EPR spectrum (red dashed line), the trace 

corresponding to pumping at the maximum of  the spectrum (black line) 

displays slight deviation from the full excitation case. 

 

Figure 7-7: Comparison of  Experiments from Series 1 and Series 2 

A: Experimental echo-detected field-sweep (black line) of  WALP24-TOPP, and pulses according 

to the experimental setup. Frequency separation between pump and detection was 90 MHz. -

pulse lengths for pumping and detection were 12 and 18 ns, respectively. B: Orientation selective 

simulations series for PELDOR/DEER experiments with 90 MHz frequency separation and 

pump position either at the maximum of  the EPR line (black) or set 10 G lower (grey). The red 

line represents a simulation with full excitation of  the EPR spectrum. C: Experimental time 

traces (dots, left), DEERanalysis fits (lines, left), their Fourier transformations (middle) and 

corresponding distance distributions (right). Experimental time traces and distance distributions 

show no dependence on the experimental setup. The subtle differences in simulations for both setups 

are not resolved in the experiment. 

The comparison of  PELDOR/DEER experiments recorded for both 

setups (Figure 7-7, C) do not show any significant difference in the 
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obtained distance distribution, illustrating that there are no residue 

orientation selection artefacts visible in the experiments. The results 

illustrate that orientation selection is not observed if  broadband 

excitation is employed. 

7.2.2 PELDOR Experiments in Solution 

For characterization of  the sample, experiments were first performed in 

solvent (MeOH), as peptide concentration can be controlled in this case 

and peptide aggregation can be minimized. To evaluate the performance 

of  the TOPP label, PELDOR/DEER experiments were performed on 

WALP24-TOPP and WALP24-MTSSL under the same experimental 

conditions. The background corrected PELDOR/DEER traces are 

shown in Figure 7-8. Both experiments resulted in time traces with well 

visible modulations, however in the case of  WALP24-MTSSL multiple 

frequencies contribute to the dipolar oscillation that give rise to a 

complex distance distribution. WALP24-TOPP in contrast delivered a 

much clearer single-peak distance. These findings can be rationalized by 

molecular modelling. Figure 7-8 displays the molecular models (PyMOL) 

of  both systems. Minimized peptide structures and attached labels were 

derived as described in § 7.1.3. The distance measured between the two 

TOPP labels (average of  O-O, N-N, O-N and N-O) in the model was 

2.33 nm. The distance is represented by a Gaussian (width of  ± 0.2 nm) 

in the distance distribution. The deviation between model and 

experiment of  ≈ 0.1 nm is larger than the error estimated for the 

experiment (≈ ± 0.05 nm), which is probably owed to the simplicity of  

the modelling. For WALP24-MTSSL a conformational ensemble 

predicted by MMM resulted in the distribution shown in red, and 
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indicate that MTSSL rotamers are responsible for the complex distance 

distribution obtained from the EPR distance measurement.  

 

Figure 7-8: WALP24-MTSSL vs. WALP24-TOPP in MeOH 

Top: Pymol structures of  WALP24-TOPP and WALP24-MTSSL modelled as explained in 

§ 7.1.3 Bottom: PELDOR experiments in methanol. Background corrected PELDOR time 

traces (dots) and fits using DEERanalysis (black lines) for WALP24-TOPP (left) and 

WALP24-MTSSL (right). Experimental and modelled distance distributions are shown in 

comparison (inset, black and red lines). 

    

7.2.3 PELDOR/DEER Experiments in Lipid Environment 

The Phospholipids DMPC and POPC were chosen to study the 

behaviour of  WALP24-TOPP and WALP24-MTSSL in lipid 

environment. While the hydrophobic thickness of  POPC (r ≈ 2.7 nm)200 

matches well the hydrophobic length of  WALP24, DMPC’s hydrophobic 

thickness (r ≈ 2.3 nm)201 creates a positive hydrophobic mismatch. Thus, 
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these two lipids are suited model systems to compare the capability of  

the labels to report on peptide structure in different lipid environments. 

 

 

Figure 7-9: Illustration of  WALP24, DMPC and POPC 

Chemical structure and schematic representation of  the deuterated phospholipids D54-DMPC 

(14:02–d54 PC) and D31-POPC (16:0-d31-18:1 PC) used in this study with their 

hydrophobic thickness as compared to the length of  WALP24.  

Before comparing the behaviour of  the WALP24 peptides in the two 

environments, an extensive study on WALP24-MTSSL in DMPC was 

performed. To investigate possible aggregation effects, different peptide-

to-lipid ratios, from 1-to-250 up to 1-to-3000 were tested and 

modulation depths Δ were evaluated qualitatively. Figure 7-10 shows the 

PELDOR traces recorded on three samples of  different peptide-to-lipid 

ratios. It can be seen that for the ratio of  1-to-250 electron-spin 

relaxation time and modulation depth of  the PELDOR signal were 

drastically reduced, indicating the formation of  large spin clusters. When 

the ratio was lowered to 1-to-1500 the spin relaxation time was not 

significantly affected anymore. However, the modulation depth was 

increased when compared to the solution state, which is symptomatic for 

the formation of  multi-spin systems as explained in § 2.2.3. The onset of  

some oligomerization can be concluded from this finding.  
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Figure 7-10: PELDOR Experiments on WALP24-MTSSL in DMPC for Different 
Peptide-to-Lipid Ratios 

Top: Background corrected time traces (dots) and DEERanalysis fits (black lines) recorded on 

samples of  varying WALP24-MTSSL-to-DMPC ratio. Dashed lines illustrate corresponding 

modulation depths observed in the PELDOR/DEER experiments (Δ obtained on WALP24-

MTSSL in MeOH as shown as red dashed line). Values of  Δ are given in the inset. Bottom: 

Qualitative model of  aggregation derived from the experiment. At 1-to-3000 peptide-to-lipid ratio 

Δ is comparable to the one in solution indicating the occurrence of  isolated monomers. The 

increased experimental Δ at the ratio of  1-to-1500 suggests the formation of  small oligomers. 

Aggregation to large clusters of  peptides can be concluded from the decrease of  Δ and relaxation 

time Tm when at a ratio of  1-to-250. 

Further lowering of  the ratio to 1-to-3000 resulted in a time trace with a 

modulation depth comparable to the one observed in methanol. Hence, 

to exclude oligomerization, which would introduce contributions from 

intermolecular distances to the PELDOR/DEER experiments, all 
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distance measurements were performed at ratios around 1-to-3000 or 

even lower. Additionally, all distance measurements comparing the 

WALP24 peptides in DMPC vs. POPC were performed in deuterated 

lipids to increase Tm and thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio. 

 

Figure 7-11: PELDOR Experiment on WALP24-MTSSL vs. WALP24-TOPP in 
Different Environments 

PELDOR experiments on WALP24-TOPP (left) and WALP24-MTSSL (right) in different 

environments. Comparison of  dipolar traces recorded in lipid environment (dots) and 

DEERanalysis fits for D54-DMPC (red) and D31-POPC (blue). Corresponding distance 

distributions as well as distribution in MeOH (§ 7.2.2) in grey for comparison are shown. 

Figure 7-11 displays a comparison of  PELDOR/DEER traces recorded 

on WALP24-TOPP and WALP24-MTSSL in D54-DMPC and 

D31-POPC as well as results obtained in solution for comparison. The 

distance distributions obtained from the experiments are summarized in 

Table vii and reveal significant differences between the two labels. The 

main distances reported by the TOPP labelled WALP24 do not show a 

dependence on the lipid environment within the experimental error. The 
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width of  the distribution is increasing from ± 0.2 nm in methanol 

solution to ± 0.4 nm in lipid environment though. 

Table vii 
Experimental distances and distributions (∆r = half  width at half  maximum) of  WALP24-TOPP and 

WALP24-MTSSL in different environments and hydrophobic thickness of  the lipids for comparison. *In the 

case of  WALP24-MTSSL in MeOH the distribution consists of  several peaks that cannot be represented by 

a width of  the distribution. 
    

 hydrophobic thickness rPELDOR  ± ∆r [nm] 

 lipid  TOPP MTSSL 

MeOH -- 2.45 ± 0.2 2.25* 

D31-POPC 2.7 nm 2.47 ± 0.4 2.65 ± 0.6 

D54-DMPC 2.3 nm 2.43 ± 0.4 2.29 ± 0.5 

The distances reported by WALP24-MTSSL in contrast do show a clear 

dependence on their environment. In fact the main distances measured 

on WALP24-MTSSL in MLVs reflect the hydrophobic thickness of  the 

respective lipids. 

7.3 Discussion of  PELDOR Experiments on MTSSL- and 
TOPP-Labelled WALP24 

PELDOR experiments on WALP24 labelled with TOPP vs. MTSSL in 

methanol solution together with the constructed molecular models gave 

clear evidence for TOPP’s superiority in terms of  the conformational 

space contributed from the label. Interpretation of  inter-spin distances 

using MTSSL labels, in contrast becomes ambiguous. This intrinsic 

advantage of  TOPP becomes even more essential for PELDOR/DEER 

experiments in the lipid bilayer. In this case, the more flexible MTSSL 

label reports broad distance distributions. It is significant that the peak 
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distances correspond to the hydrophobic thicknesses of  the lipid 

environment, suggesting that the flexibility of  the MTSSL allows 

adapting to the membrane thickness by moving towards the nitroxide’s 

favourable electrostatic environment. The insertion of  the nitroxide label 

into the lipid bilayer with a tendency to move to the interface region 

between the lipids tails and head groups has been reported.82, 202 This 

behaviour results in loss of  information about the internal peptide 

structure. Experimental distances obtained from EPR distance 

measurements on WALP24-TOPP on the other hand do not change 

with the hydrophobic thickness of  DMPC and POPC. From this finding 

the preservation of  the peptide’s structure in the different lipids can be 

concluded, which excludes compression or kinking of  the peptide as 

possible reaction to the mismatch situation (D and E, Figure 4-1). 

According to the results presented for experiments on samples of  

varying peptide-to-lipid ratio, aggregation should neither be the main 

adaption mechanism (C, Figure 4-1). Adaption of  the lipid bilayer by 

stretching its acyl chains as depicted in Figure 4-1, A is a reasonable 

mechanism, as the influence of  tryptophan anchors on bilayer thickness 

has been proposed.184 However, this conclusion is contradicted by the 

presented results with WALP24-MTSSL, which still report ≈ 2.3 nm 

distance in DMPC. Taken together the results point to peptide tilting as 

an alternative adaptation mechanism that would not alter the inter-spin 

distance.179 WALP peptides are known to have an intrinsic tilt angle.186 

STRANDBERG et al. determined tilt angles of  WALP23 (hydrophobic 

length = 2.55 nm) to vary slightly but systematically between 4.5° to 5.5° 

and 8.2° upon insertion into DOPC (18:12), DMPC (14:02) and DLPC 

(12:02) based on 2H NMR quadrupolar couplings.203 While NMR studies 

observed a tilt angle of  4.4°-4.8° when WALP23 was broad into DOPC 
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(18:1), a fluorescence investigation on the same system (WALP23 in 

DOPC) suggested an angle of  24° ± 5°. The authors argued that the tilt 

angles determined by NMR are underestimated by the data analysis 

procedure.187, 203, 204 After this finding another NMR study used a 

number of  constrains including 13C and 15N chemical shift anisotropies 

and 13C-15N dipolar couplings to revise WALP23’s tilt angle in DMPC. 

The tilt angle resulting from this study was ≈ 21° (compared to ≈ 5° in 

the earlier study) which is in better agreement with MD simulations that 

predict ≈ 33° ± 9° for the system.205, 206 PELDOR/DEER spectroscopy 

in conjunction with a rigid label like TOPP will be suited for the 

investigation of  the peptide tilt angles in an aligned membrane as the 

orientation between the inter-spin vector and the magnetic field is 

naturally encoded in the experiment (§ 8.2).182 The results obtained in 

§ 7.2 established that the TOPP label is a suited choice for 

high-resolution distance measurements in transmembrane peptides. 

PELDOR/DEER studies on WALP23 labelled with MTSSL and 

gadolinium chelates detected the peptide’s α-helical pitch by 

systematically varying the labelling position. Adversely, the flexibility of  

the applied labels led to a rather low resolution with distribution widths 

on the order of  1-2 nm, which is unfavourably large in proportion to the 

length of  the peptide itself  (3-4 nm). The resolution of  distance 

measurements using TOPP is much higher. 
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8. Chapter 

Conclusion – Perspectives for High Power Q-band 

PELDOR Using Semi-Rigid Spin Labels 

 

The results presented in this work demonstrate the capability of  high-

power Q-band distance measurements by PELDOR/DEER in 

conjunction with spin labels of  reduced mobility. High sensitivity of  the 

distance measurements at Q band combined with high microwave power 

allows for experiments with biomolecule concentrations of  20–50 μM 

with lower sample volume, when compared to X band. This is 

demonstrated by the high signal-to-noise ratio of  PELDOR/DEER 

traces recorded for the two challenging cases of  measuring very long 

distances (up to 8 nm in CT-labelled RNA) and distance measurements in 

systems with enhanced relaxation (TOPP-labelled WALP24 in lipid 

bilayer). Additionally, high microwave power, resulting in large excitation 

bandwidth of  the applied pulses, allows to take advantage of  measuring 

accurate distances using restricted labels, without suffering the 

consequence of  orientation selection. 

8.1 CT label for Distance Measurements in RNA 

High-power Q-band PELDOR/DEER using the CT label offers a 

simple, model-free approach to measure distances at atomic resolution in 

RNA. Compared to other nitroxide labels rigidly attached to RNA, the 

synthetic approach is substantially simplified as it permits the use of  

commercially available convertible nucleosides to which the TEMPO 
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label can be attached with high efficiency. The labelling strategy will 

permit to disentangle more complex rearrangements of  larger RNAs and 

RNA-protein interactions. The combined advancements in spectroscopy 

and label chemistry will make even larger RNA systems accessible207 and 

provide unparalleled insights into macromolecular assemblies. The high-

resolution distance ruler for RNA duplexes obtained in § 6.2.2 might 

have interesting applications in studies of  natural systems like tracking of  

conformational changes upon activation of  catalytic nucleic acids. One 

example shall be introduced in the following section. First results from 

EPR distance measurements on a CT labelled RNA-DNA complex 

illustrate the method’s potential for studying conformational 

equilibriums. 

While in nature RNA and protein enzymes are used for catalysis, 

synthetic bimolecular catalysts can be made of  DNA as well. The 9DB1 

deoxyribozyme is an example of  such a DNA-catalyst.207, 208 It catalyses 

the regioselective formation of  a native phosphodiester bond between 

the 3`hydroxyl and the 5`-triphosphate termini of  two RNA-strands as 

illustrated in Figure 8-1, A. The 44 nucleotide long DNA strand contains 

the minimally required catalytic core of  31 nucleotides to catalyse the 

reaction. A complex of  the 44 nucleotide DNA and a 15 nucleotide long 

RNA could be crystallized in its post-catalytic state.209 The resulting 

structure is shown in in Figure 8-1, B. Overall the folding unit is 

stabilized by numerous tertiary interactions, including extensive contacts 

to the ligation junction shown in light blue. Five duplexes P1 to P5 are 

formed, with P2 and P3 are formed within the DNA strand and P1 and 

P4 as RNA-DNA hybrid duplexes. Additionally there are some long-

range Watson-Crick base pairs. To compare the structure determined 

with x-ray crystallography with the conformation in frozen solution, CT 
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was introduced at two positions in the RNA strand. The structure of  the 

complex with CT sitting in the RNA strand of  P1 and P4 is shown in 

Figure 8-1, C. The distance between the nitroxide moieties extracted 

from the model is 2.85 nm. 

 

Figure 8-1: Architecture of  the Deoxyribozyme 9DB1  

A: Ligation between RNAs’ 3′-OH and 5′-phosphate (blue) catalysed by the DNA (black: 

catalytic core of  31 nucleotides). B: Resulting crystal structure: cartoon representation of  the 

deoxyribozyme in complex with the ligated RNA product. C: Crystal structure of  9DB1 with the 

CT labels attached in its preferred conformation (conformation 2, Table iii). 

However, the first PELDOR experiment performed on the CT labelled 

complex revealed a complex distance distribution with the three 

distances of  3.49, 2.87 and 1.93 nm (Figure 8-2, black line). This 

experimental finding suggests that in frozen solution 9DB1 is 

represented by a conformational ensemble, with the conformation, 
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giving rise to the distance peak of  highest intensity (3.49 nm), not 

matching the distance expected from with the crystal structure. To 

elucidate whether the equilibrium between multiple conformations is 

influenced by sample preparation three additional samples were 

prepared. The conditions are summarised in Table viii. 

 

Figure 8-2: PELDOR Traces Recorded on 9DB1 

Left: PELDOR/DEER traces recorded on CT-labelled 9DB1-RNA complex (dots) and 

DEERanalysis fits (lines). Four different sample conditions as denoted in Table viii were 

employed. Bottom: Distance distributions obtained from the four traces according to colour code. 

Distributions are scaled to the peak around 3.49 nm. Observation of  the distance around 

2.87 nm, which is expected from the crystal structure, is very much dependent on the sample 

conditions. 

Inspection of  the distributions resulting from the four experiments 

reveals that the proportion of  the distance expected from the crystal 

structure is strongly dynamic. However a dramatic change is observed 

when the magnesium concentration in the buffer is increased from 20 to 

80 mM. The peak around 2.87 nm, which is in agreement with the crystal 

structure, is not observed in this PELDOR/DEER experiment (Figure 

8-2, red line). 
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Table viii 
Conditions employed for the four different samples (1-4) fin PELDOR/DEER experiments on the CT-
labelled 9DB1-RNA complex (rt…room temperature) 
 

# cRNA (μM) cMgCl2 (mM) Freezing conditions 

1 50 20 rt  frozen in N2 (l) 

2 50 20 = 1, reheated to 50°C, 15 min @ rt, 
1 h @ 4°C, frozen in N2 (l) 

3 25 20 rt  frozen in N2 (l) 

4 25 80 rt  frozen in N2 (l) 

The observation of  conformational dynamics in this complex is an 

exciting application for the PELDOR experiments in conjunction with 

the CT label, illustrating the contribution pulsed EPR spectroscopy can 

offer to understanding RNA structure and function. 

8.2 TOPP Label for Investigation of  Peptide Structure in 
Lipid Bilayers 

Owing to its restricted mobility the TOPP label is a better reporter for 

monitoring peptide structures and structural changes by inter-spin 

distance measurements than standard labels like MTSSL that contribute a 

large conformational space to the distance distribution. The TOPP-

labelled WALP24 is a promising tool to systematically study hydrophobic 

mismatch, by varying parameters like the label positions within the 

peptide, peptide-to-lipid ratio, the peptide length and the hydrophobic 

thickness of  the lipid. PELDOR spectroscopy offers tools for 

monitoring all adaption mechanisms presented in § 4.1.2. Even though 

only an adaption of  the peptide length and kinking (Figure 4-1/Figure 
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8-3, D and E) should alter the experimental distance observed under 

match or mismatch conditions, also situations A-C presented in Figure 

4-1/Figure 8-3 can be differentiated by the experiment. Possible 

aggregation propensity of  the peptides can be studied by evaluation of  

the modulation depth as explained in § 2.2.1. 

 

Figure 8-3: Illustration of  Possible Reactions to Hydrophobic Mismatch 

Illustration of  possible reaction mechanisms for the case when the helix’s hydrophobic length is 

exceeding the hydrophobic thickness of  the lipid bilayer, also known as positive hydrophobic 

mismatch (HMM), adapted from reference179 A: Stretching of  the lipids acyl chains. B: Tilting 

of  the helix. C: Aggregation of  helices. D) Distortion/deformation of  the helix backbone E: 

Kinking of  the backbone  

The rigidity of  the TOPP label provides the intrinsic advantage that the 

dipolar vector between the two labels has a well-defined orientation in 

space towards the peptide axis, and therefore also towards the membrane 

axis if  the peptide adapts to a defined orientation within the lipid bilayer. 

This orientation could be naturally measured by PELDOR/DEER, if  

the membrane is oriented in the magnetic field.182 Figure 8-4 

schematically illustrates the concept of  measuring a helix tilt angle in a 

membrane. As discussed in § 2.1.1 the strength of  the dipolar coupling 

will depend on the angle θ between the inter-spin vector rAB and the 

external magnetic field B0 (Figure 8-4, A).  
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Figure 8-4: Determination of  a Helix Tilt Angle in a Membrane 

A: Pymol model of  WALP24-TOPP in an aligned membrane. Due to the rigidity of  the 

TOPP-label the inter-spin vector rAB has a fixed orientation towards the helix axis. If  the peptide 

is inserted in an aligned membrane, the angle θ between rAB and the internal magnetic field B0 can 

be determined according to chapter 2.1.1. B: Representation of  a TOAC labelled lipid (14-PC) 

and the orientation of  TOAC’s A-tensor in the nitroxide’s molecular frame. (left) Schematic top 

view of  an EPR tube containing a glass plate with a sample of  14-PC in an aligned membrane. 

The tube is positioned with a known angle α between the plate normal and the external magnetic 

field (middle). Due to the anisotropy of  the A-tensor, the size of  the hyperfine splitting observed in 

the EPR experiment will change upon rotation of  the EPR tube. cw-EPR spectra recorded at X 

band on a sample of  14-PC in an aligned membranes are shown on the right. The clear 

dependence of  the size of  the hyperfine splitting on α, illustrates a reasonable membrane alignment. 

C: Schematic top view of  an EPR tube containing a glass plate with a sample of  WALP24-

TOPP in an aligned membrane. The frequency distribution of  the resulting PELDOR/DEER 

time trace and its Fourier transformation. If  the sample is positioned in the spectrometer having 

the rAB parallel to the B0 (left) the largest dipolar frequency will be observed (right, grey line). 

Rotation of  the EPR tube of  90° will result in a dipolar frequency half  that value (D). 

When a sample of  WALP24-TOPP in an aligned membrane (on a glass 

plate) is broad into the magnetic field a systematic change of  the 

direction of  the membrane normal (which is parallel to the glass plate’s 
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normal) towards B0 will result in a systematic change in the dipolar 

frequency distribution (Figure 8-4, C). The direction of  rAB towards the 

membrane normal and ultimately the tilt angle of  the helix, can be 

extracted from the experiment. The quality of  membrane alignment will 

determine the resolution of  the experiment. Using spin-labelled lipids 

(14-PC (Figure 8-4, C left) and measuring the size of  the strongly 

anisotropic 14N hyperfine coupling and its distribution, which depends 

on the tilt angle of  the lipids, can uncomplicatedly test the degree of  

alignment. Indeed, elaborate protocols for alignment can be found in 

literature210, 211 and initial tests have shown that reasonable alignment 

might be achievable on glass plates using spin coating (Figure 8-4, C 

right). 

The benefits discussed here highlight how high-power Q-band 

PELDOR/DEER experiments on TOPP labelled WALP peptides is a 

promising method for contributing to the understanding mechanisms 

underlying hydrophobic mismatch. 
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